### Sanctions program

**Belarus**: Verordnung vom 16. März 2022 über Massnahmen gegenüber Belarus (SR 946.231.116.9), Anhang 5, 13, 14 und 15

**Origin**: EU

**Sanctions**: Art. 12 Abs. 1 (Finanzsanktionen) und Art. 25 Abs. 1 (Ein- und Durchreiseverbot), Anhang 13

**Sanctions program**: Bélarus: Ordonnance du 16 mars 2022 instituant des mesures à l’encontre du Bélarus (RS 946.231.116.9), annexes 5, 13, 14 et 15

**Origin**: EU

**Sanctions**: art. 12, al. 1 (Sanctions financières) et art. 25, al. 1 (Interdiction de séjour et de transit), annexe 13

**Sanctions program**: Bielorussia: Ordinanza del 16 marzo 2022 che istituisce provvedimenti nei confronti della Bielorussia (RS 946.231.116.9), allegati 5, 13, 14 et 15

**Origin**: EU

**Sanctions**: art. 12 cpv. 1 (Sanzioni finanziarie) e art. 25 cpv. 1 (Divieto di entrata e di transito), allegato 13

### Individuals

**SSID**: 20-54461

**Name**: Karpenka Ihar Vasilievich

**Spelling variant**: a) Karpenko Igor Vasilievich (Russian) b) КАРПЕНКА Игар Васильевич (Belarusian) c) КАРПЕНКО Игорь Васильевич (Russian)

**Sex**: M

**DOB**: 28 Apr 1964

**Nationality**: Belarus

**Justification**: In his position as Chairperson of the Central Commission of the Republic of Belarus on Elections and Holding Republican Referenda since 13 Dec 2021, Ihar Karpenka is responsible for the organisation and holding of the constitutional referendum of 27 Feb 2022, which does not meet the international standards of rule of law, democracy and human rights and does not meet the criteria set by the Venice Commission. In particular, the drafting process was not transparent and did not involve civil society or the democratic opposition in exile. He is therefore responsible for seriously undermining democracy and the rule of law in Belarus. **Other information**: Chairperson of the Central Commission of the Republic of Belarus on Elections and Holding Republican Referenda

**SSID**: 20-54468

**Name**: Aleksin Dzmitry Aliakseevich

**Spelling variant**: a) Oleksin Dmitry Alexeevich (Russian) b) АЛЕКСИН Дзмiтрый Аляксеевич (Belarusian) c) ОЛЕКСИН Дмитрий Алексеевич (Russian)

**Sex**: M

**DOB**: 25 Apr 1987

**Nationality**: Belarus

**Justification**: Dzmitry Aleksin is the son of Aliaksei Aleksin, a prominent Belarusian businessman. In 2021 he became the co-owner of companies owned by or associated with his father, including Energo-Oil, Belneftgaz and Grantlo (formerly Energo-Oil-Invest). Those companies were given preferential treatment based on presidential decrees signed by Aliaksandr Lukashenka: Inter Tobacco was given exclusive privileges to import tobacco products to Belarus, while Belneftgaz was appointed national transit monitoring operator. He is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. **Other information**: Son of Aliaksei Aleksin, shareholder of Belneftgaz, Energo-Oil and Grantlo (formerly Energo-Oil-Invest)

**SSID**: 20-54475

**Name**: Aleksin Vital Aliakseevich

**Spelling variant**: a) Oleksin Vitaliy Alexeevich (Russian) b) АЛЯКСІН Вiталь Аляксеєвiч (Belarusian) c) ОЛЕКСИН Виталий
Vital Aleksin is the son of Aliaksei Aleksin, a prominent Belarusian businessman. In 2021 he became the co-owner of companies owned by or associated with his father, including Energo-Oil, Belneftgaz and Grantlo (formerly Energo-Oil-Invest). Those companies were given preferential treatment based on presidential decrees signed by Aliaksandr Lukashenka: Inter Tobacco was given exclusive privileges to import tobacco products to Belarus, while Belneftgaz was appointed national transit monitoring operator. He is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** Son of Aliaksei Aleksin, shareholder of Belneftgaz, Energo-Oil and Grantlo (formerly Energo-Oil-Invest)

**Bogoljub Karić** is a Serbian businessman and politician. Together with his family members, he developed a network of real estate companies in Belarus and has cultivated a network of contacts with the family of Aliaksandr Lukashenka. In particular, he has been closely associated with Dana Holdings and its former subsidiary Dana Astra, and he reportedly represented those entities during meetings with Lukashenka. The Minsk World project, which was developed by a company associated with Karić, was described by Lukashenka as “an example of cooperation of the Slavonic world”. Thanks to those close relationships with Lukashenka and his entourage, companies associated with Karić received preferential treatment from the Lukashenka regime, including tax breaks and plots of land for real estate development. He is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** a) Serbian businessman and politician, associated with the company Dana Holdings b) Passport number: 012830978 (valid until 27.12.2026)

Andrii Sich is a co-host of the programme “Platform” on state-owned television channel “Belarus 1”. In that position, he has supported regime narratives that aim to discredit independent media, undermine democracy and justify repression. He has supported the Lukashenka regime’s narrative about Western states’ intentions to organise a coup d’état in Belarus and called for harsh punishments for those allegedly involved, supported disinformation campaigns about mistreatment of migrants arriving in the Union from Belarus, and promoted the image of independent media as agents of foreign influence whose activity should be restricted. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** a) Co-host of programme “Platform” on state-owned television channel “Belarus 1” b) Member of organisation “Rusj molodaja”
Losik, Uladzimir Tsyhanovich and Mikalai Statkevich. He contributed to the arbitrary detention of Siarhei Tiskhanouski, as presented in the report by the Human Rights Council’s Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of the Department for Supervision of Compliance with the Law of Court Decisions in Criminal Cases of the Prosecutor’s Office of the Gomel Region/Oblast; senior legal adviser

**SSID:** 20-54508  **Name:** Dolia Mikalai Ivanovich  **Spelling variant:** a) Dolya Nikolai Ivanovich (Russian) b) ДОЛЯ Мікалай Іванавіч (Belarusian) c) ДОЛЯ Ніколай Івановіч (Russian)  **Sex:** M  **DOB:** 3 Jul 1979  **Nationality:** Belarus  **Justification:** Mikalai Dolia is a judge at the Gomel Regional Court. In that position, he is responsible for sentencing Siarhei Tskhanouski, Artsiom Sakau, Dzmitry Papou, Ihar Losik, Uladzimir Tsyhanovich and Mikalai Statkevich to disproportionally lengthy prison terms. He contributed to the arbitrary detention of Siarhei Tiskhanouski, as presented in the report by the Human Rights Council’s Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and for undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** a) Judge at the Gomel Regional Court b) Personal ID: 3070379H041PBI

**SSID:** 20-54516  **Name:** Parshyn Andrei Yauhenavich  **Spelling variant:** a) Parshin Andrei Yevgenevich (Russian) b) ПАРШЫН Андрэй Яўгенавіч (Belarusian) c) ПАРШИН Андрей Евгеньевич (Russian)  **Sex:** M  **DOB:** 19 Feb 1974  **Address:** 4A Skryganova St., Apt. 211, Minsk, Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus  **Justification:** Andrei Parshyn is the Head of the Main Department for Combating Organised Crime and Corruption (GUBOPiK) in the Ministry of Internal Affairs since 2021. GUBOPiK is one of the main bodies responsible for political persecution in Belarus, including arbitrary and unlawful arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of activists and members of civil society. GUBOPiK has published on its Telegram profile videos of forced confessions by Belarusian activists and ordinary citizens, exposing them to the Belarusian general public and using them as a tool for political pressure. GUBOPiK also detained Mark Bernstein, one of the top Russian-language Wikipedia editors, for publishing information on the Russian aggression against Ukraine, considered as anti-Russian “fake news”. Andrei Parshyn is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and for the repression of civil society in Belarus. **Other information:** Head of the Main Department for Combating Organised Crime and Corruption in Belarus (GUBOPiK)

**SSID:** 20-54524  **Name:** Tur Ihar Piatrovich  **Spelling variant:** a) Tur Igor Petrovich (Russian) b) ТУР Ігар Петрівич (Belarusian) c) ТУР Ігорь Петрівич (Russian)  **Sex:** M  **DOB:** 26 Mar 1989  **POB:** Grodno (Hrodna), Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus  **Justification:** Ihar Tur is an employee of the state-owned television channel “ONT” and one of the main propagandists of the Lukashenka regime. He is the host of the “Propaganda” programme, in which he calls for violence, discredits opposition activists and promotes videos with forced confessions from political prisoners. He is the author of a number of false reports on protests by the Belarusian opposition, and of disinformation regarding events in the Union and regarding attacks on civil society. He is also responsible for spreading disinformation and violence-inciting messages online. He was awarded a medal by Aliaksandr Lukashenka for his work in the media. He is therefore benefitting from and
supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** Employee of state-owned television channel "ONT", author and anchor of several programmes ("Propaganda", "To be completed")

**SSID:** 20-54532  
**Name:** Hladkaya Lyudmila Leanidauna  
**Spelling variant:** a) Gladkaya Lyudmila Leonidovna (Russian) b) ГЛАДКАЯ Людмила Леонидовна (Belarusian) c) ГЛАДКАЯ Людмила Леонидовна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W  
**DOB:** 30 Jun 1983  
**Address:** 8A Vodolazhsky St., apt. 45, Minsk, Belarus  
**Nationality:** Belarus  
**Justification:** Lyudmila Hladkaya is one of the most prominent propagandists of the Lukashenka regime. She is an employee of the newspaper “SB Belarus Segodnya” and an associate of other pro-regime media, including state-owned television channel “Belarus 1”. She frequently uses hate speech and derogatory language while speaking of democratic opposition. She has also conducted numerous "interviews" with unjustly detained Belarusian citizens, often students, showing them in humiliating situations and mocking them. She has promoted repression by the Belarusian security apparatus and taken part in disinformation and information manipulation campaigns. She is publicly voicing support for Aliaksandr Lukashenka and expressing pride in serving his regime. For her work, she has been publicly praised by and received awards from Lukashenka. She is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** Special correspondent of “SB Belarus Segodnya” newspaper, presenter on state-owned television channel “Belarus 1”

**SSID:** 20-54540  
**Name:** Azaronak Ryhor Yuryevich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Azaryonok Grigoriy Yurevich (Russian) b) АЗАРОНАК Рыгор Юр'евич (Belarusian) c) АЗАРЁНОК Григорий Юрьевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 18 Oct 1995  
**POB:** Minsk, Belarus  
**Nationality:** Belarus  
**Justification:** Ryhor Azaronak is one of the chief propagandists of the Lukashenka regime. He is a political columnist, author and the host of weekly propaganda shows on the state-owned television channel “CTV”. In his broadcasts he endorsed violence against dissenters of the Lukashenka regime, and systematically used derogatory language about activists, journalists and other opponents of the Lukashenka regime. He received an award with the medal “For Courage” from Aliaksandr Lukashenka. He is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** a) Employee of state-owned television channel “CTV”, author and host of several programmes (“Secret Springs of Politics”, “Order of Judas”, “Panopticon”) b) Rank: Lieutenant in reserve

**SSID:** 20-54549  
**Name:** Galavatyi Ivan Ivanavich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Golovaty Ivan Ivanovich (Russian) b) ГАЛАВАТЫЙ Иван Иванович (Belarusian) c) ГОЛОВАТЫЙ Иван Иванович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 15 Jun 1976  
**POB:** Pogost Settlement, Soligorsk District, Minsk Province, Belarus  
**Nationality:** Belarus  
**Justification:** Ivan Galavatyi is the Director-General of the state-owned enterprise Belaruskali, which is a major source of revenue and foreign currency for the Lukashenka regime. He is a member of the Council of the Republic of the National Assembly and holds multiple other high positions in Belarus. He has received multiple state awards, including directly from Aliaksandr Lukashenka, during his career. He has been closely associated with Lukashenka and members of his family. He is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. The employees of Belaruskali who took part in strikes and peaceful protests in the aftermath of the fraudulent Aug 2020 presidential elections in Belarus were
deprived of premiums and dismissed. Lukashenka himself personally threatened to replace the strikers with miners from Ukraine. Ivan Galavatyi is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society. Other information: a) Director-General of the Open Joint Stock Company "Belaruskali" b) Member of the Standing Committee of the Council of the Republic of the National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus for Foreign Affairs and National Security

SSID: 20-4596 Name: Sheiman Viktar Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) Sheyman Viktar Uladzimiravich (Belarusian) b) Sheiman Viktor Vladimirovich (Russian) c) ШЕЙМАН Віктар Уладзіміравіч (Belarusian) e) ШЕЙМАН Виктор Владимирович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 26 May 1958 POB: Soltanishki, Grodno Region (Hrodna Oblast), Belarus Address: Belarus President Property Management Directorate, 38 Karl Marx St., Minsk, 220016, Belarus


SSID: 20-4603 Name: Navumau Uladzimir Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) Naumov Vladimir Vladimirovich (Russian) b) НАУМОЎ Уладзімір Уладзіміравіч (Belarusian) c) НАУМОВ Владимир Владимирович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 7 Feb 1956 POB: Smolensk, Russian Federation Address: Belarusian Association of Veterans of Special Forces of the Ministry of Internal Affairs 'Honour', 111 Mayakovskogo St., Minsk, 220028, Belarus

Justification: Failed to take action to investigate the case of the unresolved disappearances of Yuri Zakharenko, Viktor Gonchar, Anatoly Krasovski and Dmitri Zavadski in Belarus in 1999-2000. Former Minister of Internal Affairs and also former Head of the President's Security Service. As a Minister of Internal Affairs he was responsible for the repression of peaceful demonstrations until his retirement on 6 Apr 2009 for health reasons. Received a residence in the Drozdy nomenklatura district in Minsk from the Presidential Administration. In Oct 2014, was awarded the Order 'For Merit' III degree by President Lukashenka. Other information: Former Minister of Internal Affairs; former Head of the President’s Security Service Modifications: Amended on 14 Dec 2012, 20 Dec 2013, 28 Nov 2014, 18 Nov 2015, 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-4610 Name: Sivakau Iury Leanidavich Spelling variant: a) Sivakau Yuri Leanidavich (Belarusian) b) Sivakou Yuri Leanidavich (Belarusian) c) Sivakov Iury Leonidovich (Russian) d) Sivakov Yuri Leonidovich (Russian) e) СИВАКАЎ Юрый Leanідавіч (Belarusian) f) СІВАКОЎ Юрый Leanідавіч (Belarusian) g) СИВАКОВ Юрий Leonидович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 5 Aug 1946 POB: Onor, Sakhalin Region (Sakhalin Oblast), Russian Federation Address: Belarusian Association of Veterans of Special Forces of the Ministry of Internal Affairs ‘Honour’, 111 Mayakovskogo St., Minsk, 220028, Belarus

Justification: Orchestrated the unresolved disappearances of Yuri Zakharenko, Viktor Gonchar, Anatoly Krasovski and Dmitri Zavadski in Belarus in 1999-2000. Former Minister of Tourism and Sports, former Minister of Internal Affairs and former Deputy Head of the Presidential Administration. Other information: Former Minister of Internal Affairs; former
Deputy Head of the Presidential Administration Modifications: Amended on 14 Dec 2012, 20 Dec 2013, 28 Nov 2014, 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-4617 Name: Pavlichenka Dzmitry Valerievich Spelling variant: a) Pavlichenko Dmitri Valerievich (Russian) b) Pavlichenko Dmitriy Valerievich (Russian) c) ПАЎЛIЧЭНКА Дзмiтрый Валер'евич (Belarusian) d) ПАВЛИЧЕНКО Дмитрий Валериевич (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 1966 POB: Vitebsk (Viciebsk), Belarus Address: Belarusian Association of Veterans of Special Forces of the Ministry of Internal Affairs ‘Honour’, 111 Mayakovskogo St., Minsk, 220028, Belarus

Justification: Key person in the unresolved disappearances of Yuri Zakharenko, Viktor Gonchar, Anatoly Krasovski and Dmitri Zavadski in Belarus in 1999-2000. Former Commander of the Special Rapid Response Unit (SOBR) at the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA). Businessman, Head of ‘Honour’, the MoIA's Association of veterans from the special forces of the MoIA. He was identified as commanding an OMON unit during the brutal crackdown on protesters that took place in Belarus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. Other information: Former Commander of the Special Rapid Response Unit (SOBR); Commander of an OMON unit Modifications: Amended on 14 Dec 2012, 20 Dec 2013, 28 Nov 2014, 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-43443 Name: Karaeu Yuri Khadzimuratavich Spelling variant: a) Karaev Yuri Khadzimuratovich (Russian) b) КАРАЕЎ Юрый Хаджымуратавiч (Belarusian) c) КАРАЕВ Юрий Хаджимуратович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 21 Jun 1966 POB: Vladikavkaz (f.k.a. Ordzhonikidze), Russian Federation

Justification: In his former leadership position as Minister of Internal Affairs (MoIA), he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by MoIA forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. Remains active in the Lukashenka regime as an aide to the President of Belarus - Inspector for the Grodno/Hrodna Region/Oblast. Other information: Former Minister of Internal Affairs; Lieutenant General of Militia (police force); Aide to the President of the Republic of Belarus - Inspector for the Grodno/Hrodna Region/Oblast Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 11 Dec 2020, 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43451 Name: Kazakevich Genadz Arkadzievich Spelling variant: a) Kazakevich Gennadi Arkadievich (Russian) b) КАЗАКЕВIЧ Генадзь Аркадзьевiч (Belarusian) c) КАЗАКЕВИЧ Геннадий Аркадьевич (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 14 Feb 1975 POB: Minsk, Belarus

Justification: In his former leadership position as First Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs (MoIA), he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by MoIA forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs. He retains his post of Chief of the Criminal Militia. Other information: Former First Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs; Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs - Chief of the Criminal Militia, Colonel of Militia (police force) Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43458 Name: Barsukou Aliaksandr Piatrovich Spelling variant: a) Barsukov Aleksandr Petrovich (Russian) b) БАРСУКОЎ Аляксандр Пятровiч (Belarusian) c)
БАРСУКОВ Александр Петрович (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 29 Apr 1965  POB: Vekovski District (Vetka District), Belarus
Justification: In his former leadership position as Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs (MoIA), he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by MoIA forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Aide to the President of Belarus - Inspector for the Minsk Region/Oblast. Other information: Former Deputy Minister Internal Affairs; Lieutenant-General of Militia (police force); Aide to the President of the Republic of Belarus - Inspector for the Minsk Region/Oblast Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021
SSID: 20-43466 Name: Khamenka Siarhei Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) Khomenko Sergei Nikolaevich (Russian) b) ХАМЕНКА Сяргей Мікалаеўіч (Belarusian) c) ХОМЕНКО Сергей Николаевич (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 21 Sep 1966  POB: Yasinovataya, Ukraine
Justification: In his former leadership position as Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA), he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by MoIA forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Minister of Justice. Other information: Former Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, Major-General of Militia (police force); Minister of Justice Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022
SSID: 20-43474 Name: Nazaranka Yuri Genadzevich Spelling variant: a) Nazarenko Yuri Gennadievich (Russian) b) НАЗАРАНКА Юры Генадьевич (Belarusian) c) НАЗАРЕНКО Юрий Геннадьевич (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 17 Apr 1976  POB: Slonim, Belarus
Justification: In his former leadership position as Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA) and Commander of the MoIA Internal Troops, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by MoIA forces, in particular the Internal Troops under his command, in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as first Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs and Head of the Public Security Police. Other information: Former Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, Former Commander of the Internal Troops; First Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, Head of the Public Security Police, Major General of Militia (police force) Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021
SSID: 20-43482 Name: Atabekau Khazalbek Baktibekovich Spelling variant: a) Atabekov Khazalbek Bakhtibekovich (Russian) b) АТАБЕКАЎ Хазалбек Бахтібековіч (Belarusian) c) АТАБЕКОВ Хаzelбек Бахтibeкович (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 18 Mar 1967
Justification: In his position as Deputy Commander of the Internal Troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA), he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by MoIA forces, in particular the Internal Troops under his command, in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators, as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. Other
SSID: 20-43488 **Name:** Bykau Aliaksandr Valerievich **Spelling variant:** a) Bykov Alexander Valerievich (Russian) b) БЫКАЎ Аляксандр Валер’ёвіч (Belarusian) c) БЫКОВ Александр Валерьевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**Justification:** In his position as Commander of the Special Rapid Response Unit (SOBR) of the Ministry of internal Affairs, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by SOBR forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators. **Other information:** Commander of the Special Rapid Response Unit (SOBR), Lieutenant Colonel  
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43493 **Name:** Shepeleu Aliaksandr Sviataslavavich **Spelling variant:** a) Shepelev Alexander Svyatoslavovich (Russian) b) ШЭПЕЛЕЎ Аляксандр Святаслававіч (Belarusian) c) ШЕПЕЛЕВ Александр Святославович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 14 Oct 1975 **POB:** village of Rublevsk, Kruglyanskiy district, Mogilev region (Mahiliou Oblast), Belarus  
**Justification:** In his senior position as Head of the Department for Safety and Security in the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA), he is involved in the repression and intimidation campaign led by MoIA forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. **Other information:** Head of the Department for Safety and Security, Ministry of Internal Affairs  
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43501 **Name:** Balaba Dzmitry Uladzimiravich **Spelling variant:** a) Balaba Dmitry Vladimirovich (Russian) b) БАЛАБА Дзмiтрый Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian) c) БАЛАБА Дмитрий Владимирович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 1 Jun 1972 **POB:** village of Gorodilovo, Minsk region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus  
**Justification:** In his command position over OMON forces in Minsk, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by OMON forces in Minsk in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. **Other information:** Head of OMON (‘Special Purpose Police Detachment’) for the Minsk City Executive Committee  
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43509 **Name:** Kubrakou Ivan Uladzimiravich **Spelling variant:** a) Kubrakov Ivan Vladimirovich (Russian) b) КУБРАКОЎ Іван Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian) c) КУБРАКОВ Иван Владимирович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 5 May 1975 **POB:** village of Malinovka, Mogilev Region (Mahiliou Oblast), Belarus  
**Justification:** In his former position as Head of the Main Internal Affairs Directorate of the Minsk City Executive Committee, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by police forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the Minister of Internal Affairs. **Other information:** Former Head of the Main Internal Affairs Directorate of
the Minsk City Executive Committee; Minister of Internal Affairs, Major General of Militia (police force) 

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43517 **Name:** Gamola Maxim Aliaksandravich **Spelling variant:** a) Hamola Maxim Aliaksandravich (Belarusian) b) Gamola Maxim Alexandrovich (Russian) c) ГАМОЛА Максим Аляксандравич (Belarusian) d) ГАМОЛА Максим Александрович (Russian) 

**Sex:** M 

**Justification:** In his former position as Head of the Police Department in Moskovski District, Minsk, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign in that district against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests, excessive use of force and ill-treatment, including torture. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Deputy Head of the Minsk City Police Department and Head of Criminal Police. 

**Other information:** Former Head of the Police Department in Moskovski District, Minsk; Deputy head of the Minsk City Police Department, Head of Criminal Police 

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43522 **Name:** Aliashkevich Aliaksandr Mikhailavich **Spelling variant:** a) Aleshkevich Alexander Mikhailovich (Russian) b) АЛЯШКЕВИЧ Александр Михайлович (Belarusian) c) АЛЕШКЕВИЧ Александр Михайлович (Russian) 

**Sex:** M 

**Justification:** In his former position as First Deputy Head of the District Department of Internal Affairs in Moskovsky District, Minsk, and Head of Criminal Police, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign in that district against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests, excessive use of force and ill-treatment, including torture. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Head of the District Department of Internal Affairs in Leninsky District, Minsk. 

**Other information:** Former First Deputy Head of the District Department of Internal Affairs in Moskovsky District, Minsk, Head of Criminal Police; Head of the District Department of Internal Affairs in Leninsky District, Minsk 

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43527 **Name:** Galenka Andrei Vasilievich **Spelling variant:** a) Galenka Andrey Vasilievich (Russian) b) ГАЛЕНКА Андрей Васильевич (Belarusian) c) ГАЛЕНКА Андрей Васильевич (Russian) 

**Sex:** M 

**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Head of the District Department of Internal Affairs in Moskovski District, Minsk and Head of Public Safety Police, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign in that district against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests, excessive use of force and ill-treatment, including torture. 

**Other information:** Deputy Head of the District Department of Internal Affairs in Moskovski District, Minsk, Head of Public Safety Police 

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43532 **Name:** Vasiliev Aliaksandr Pavlavich **Spelling variant:** a) Vasiliev Alexander Pavlovich (Russian) b) ВАСИЛЬЕВ Аляксандр Паўлавіч (Belarusian) c) ВАСИЛЬЕВ Александр Павлович (Russian) 

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 24 Mar 1975 **POB:** Mogilev, Belarus 

**Justification:** In his former position as Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Gomel/Homyel Region/Oblast Executive Committee, he was responsible for the repression
and intimidation campaign in that region/oblast against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests, excessive use of force and ill-treatment, including torture. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Head of the Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. **Other information:** Former Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Gomel/Homyel Region/Oblast Executive Committee; Head of the Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs **Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43540 **Name:** Shuliakouski Aleh Mikalaevich **Spelling variant:** a) Shuliakovski Oleg Nikolaevich (Russian) b) ШУЛЯКОЎСКI Алег Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian) c) ШУЛЯКОВСКИЙ Олег Николаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 26 Jul 1977

**Justification:** In his former position as First Deputy Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Gomel/Homyel Region/Oblast Executive Committee and Head of Criminal Police, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign in that region/oblast against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests, excessive use of force and ill-treatment, including torture. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Brest Region/Oblast Executive Committee. **Other information:** Former First Deputy Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Gomel/Homyel Region/Oblast Executive Committee, Head of Criminal Police; Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Brest Region/Oblast Executive Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43546 **Name:** Vasilieu Anatol Anatolievich **Spelling variant:** a) Vasiliev Anatoli Anatolievich (Russian) b) ВАСIЛЬЕЎ Анатоль Анатольевiч (Belarusian) c) ВАСИЛЬЕВ Анатолий Анатольевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 26 Jan 1972 **POB:** Gomel (Homyel), Gomel Region (Homyel Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** In his former position as Deputy Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Gomel/Homyel Region/Oblast Executive Committee and Head of Public Safety Police, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign in that region/oblast against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests, excessive use of force and ill-treatment, including torture. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Deputy Chairman of the Investigative Committee. **Other information:** Former Deputy Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Gomel/Homyel Region/Oblast Executive Committee, Head of Public Safety Police; Deputy Chairman of the Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 11 Dec 2020, 22 Mar 2021, 7 Jul 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43554 **Name:** Astreika Aliaksandr Viachaslavavich **Spelling variant:** a) Astreiko Alexander Viacheslavovich (Russian) b) АСТРЭЙКА Александар Вячаслававіч (Belarusian) c) АСТРЕЙКО Александр Вячеславович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 22 Dec 1971 **POB:** Kapyl, Belarus

**Justification:** In his former position as Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Brest Region/Oblast Executive Committee and Major-General of Militia, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign in that region/oblast against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests, excessive use of force and ill-treatment, including torture. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Minsk Region/Oblast Executive Committee. **Other information:** Former Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of Brest Region/Oblast
Executive Committee, Major-General of Militia (police force); Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Minsk Region/Oblast Executive Committee

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43562  
**Name:** Zhurauski Leanid  
**Spelling variant:** a) Zhuravski Leonid (Russian)  
   b) ЖУРАЎСКI Леанiд (Belarusian)  
   c) ЖУРАВСКИЙ Леонид (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 20 Sep 1975  
**Justification:** In his command position over OMON forces in Vitebsk/Viciebsk, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by OMON forces in Vitebsk/Viciebsk in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment of peaceful demonstrators. **Other information:** Head of OMON (‘Special Purpose Police Detachment’) in Vitebsk/Viciebsk  
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43568  
**Name:** Damarnacki Mikhail  
**Spelling variant:** a) Domarnatsky Mikhail (Russian)  
   b) ДАМАРНАЦКI Мiхаiл (Belarusian)  
   c) ДОМАРНАЦКIЙ Михаил (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**Justification:** In his command position over OMON forces in Gomel/Homyel, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by OMON forces in Gomel/Homyel in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment of peaceful demonstrators. **Other information:** Head of OMON (‘Special Purpose Police Detachment’) in Gomel/Homyel  
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43573  
**Name:** Mikhovich Maxim  
**Spelling variant:** a) Mikhovich Maxim (Russian)  
   b) МIХОВIЧ Максiм (Belarusian)  
   c) МИХОВИЧ Максим (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**Justification:** In his command position over OMON forces in Brest, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by OMON forces in Brest in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment of peaceful demonstrators. **Other information:** Head of OMON (‘Special Purpose Police Detachment’) in Brest, Lieutenant Colonel  
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43578  
**Name:** Matkin Aleh Uladzimiravich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Matkin Oleg Vladimirovitch (Russian)  
   b) МАТКIН Алег Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian)  
   c) МАТКИН Олег Владимирович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  
**Justification:** In his position as Head of the Penal Correction Department that has authority over the detention facilities of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, he is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained in those detention facilities in the wake of the 2020 presidential election and for the general brutal crackdown on peaceful protesters. **Other information:** Head of the Penal Correction Department in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Major-General of Militia (police force)  
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43583  
**Name:** Sakalouski Ivan Yurievich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Sokolovsky Ivan Yurievich (Russian)  
   b) САКАЛОЎСКI Іван Юр’евiч (Belarusian)  
   c) СОКОЛОВСКИЙ Иван Юрьевич (Russian)
Sex: M

Justification: In his capacity as Director of the Akrestina detention centre in Minsk, he is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained in that detention centre in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. Other information: Director of the Akrestina detention centre, Minsk

SSID: 20-43588 Name: Vakulchyk Valeri Paulavich Spelling variant: a) Vakulchik Valery Pavlovich (Russian) b) ВАКУЛЬЧЫК Валерий Павлович (Belarusian) c) ВАКУЛЬЧИК Валерий Павлович (Russian)

Sex: M DOB: 19 Jun 1964 POB: Radostovo, Belarus

Justification: In his former leadership position as Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB), he was responsible for the participation of the KGB in the repression and intimidation campaign in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators and opposition members. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Aide to the President of Belarus – Inspector for the Brest Region/Oblast. Other information: Former Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB); Former State Secretary of the Security Council; Aide to the President of the Republic of Belarus – Inspector for the Brest Region/Oblast

SSID: 20-43596 Name: Tserabau Siarhei Yaugenavich Spelling variant: a) Terebov Sergey Evgenievich (Russian) b) ЦЕРАБАЎ Сяргей Яўгенавiч (Belarusian) c) ТЕРЕБОВ Сергей Евгеньевич (Russian)

Sex: M DOB: 1972 POB: Borisov, Belarus

Justification: In his leadership position as First Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB), he is responsible for the participation of the KGB in the repression and intimidation campaign in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators and opposition members. Other information: First Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB)

SSID: 20-43604 Name: Ravutski Dzmitry Vasilievich Spelling variant: a) Reutsky Dmitry Vasilievich (Russian) b) РАВУЦКІ Дзмiтрый Васiльевiч (Belarusian) c) РЕУЦКИЙ Дмитрий Васильевич (Russian)

Sex: M

Justification: In his leadership position as Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB), he is responsible for the participation of the KGB in the repression and intimidation campaign in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators and opposition members. Other information: Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB)

SSID: 20-43609 Name: Kalach Uladzimir Viktaravich Spelling variant: a) Kalach Vladimir Viktorovich (Russian) b) КАЛАЧ Уладзiмiр Вiктаравiч (Belarusian) c) КАЛАЧ Владимир Викторович (Russian)

Sex: M

Justification: In his former leadership position as Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB), he was responsible for the participation of the KGB in the repression and
intimidation campaign in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators and opposition members. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Aide to the President of the Republic of Belarus - Inspector for Minsk Region/Oblast. Other information: a) Former Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB); Aide to the President of the Republic of Belarus - Inspector for Minsk Region/Oblast b) Rank: Major-General Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-43614 Name: Charnyshou Aliég Anatolevich Spelling variant: a) Chernyshev Oleg Anatolievich (Russian) b) ЧАРНЫШОЎ Алег Анатольевич (Belarusian) c) ЧЕРНЫШЁВ Олег Анатольевич (Russian) Sex: M

Justification: In his former leadership position as Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB), he was responsible for the participation of the KGB in the repression and intimidation campaign in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators and opposition members. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Deputy Chairman of the Presidium of the National Academy of Sciences. Other information: a) Former Deputy Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB); Deputy Chairman of the Presidium of the National Academy of Sciences b) Rank: Major-General Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-43619 Name: Kanyuk Aliaksandr Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) Konyuk Aleksandr Vladimirovich (Russian) b) КАНЮК Аляксандр Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian) c) КОНЮК Александр Владимирович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 11 Jul 1960 POB: Grodno (Hrodna), Belarus

Justification: In his former position as Prosecutor General, he was responsible for the widespread use of criminal proceedings to disqualify opposition candidates ahead of the 2020 presidential election and to prevent persons from joining the Coordination Council launched by the opposition to challenge the outcome of that election. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the ambassador of Belarus to Armenia. Other information: Former Prosecutor General of the Republic of Belarus; Ambassador of the Republic of Belarus to Armenia Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43627 Name: Yarmoshina Lidzia Mihailauna Spelling variant: a) Yermoshina Lidia Mikhailovna (Russian) b) ЯРМОШЫНА Лiдзiя Мiхайлаўна (Belarusian) c) ЕРМОШИНА Лидия Михайловна (Russian) Sex: W DOB: 29 Jan 1953 POB: Slutsk, Belarus

Justification: In her former position as Chairwoman of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC), she was responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency, and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its leadership have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner. Other information: Former Chairwoman of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC) Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022
SSID: 20-43636  Name: Ipatau Vadzim Dzmitryevich  Spelling variant: a) Ipatov Vadim Dmitrievich (Russian) b) ІПАТАЎ Вадзiм Дзмiтрыевiч (Belarusian) c) ИПАТОВ Вадим Дмитриевич (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 30 Oct 1964  POB: Kolomyia, Ivano-Frankivsk Region (Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast), Ukraine

Justification: As Deputy Chairman of the CEC, he is responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its leadership have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner. Other information: Deputy Chairman of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC) Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43645  Name: Dmuhaila Alena Mikalaeuna  Spelling variant: a) Dmuhailo Elena Nikolaevna (Russian) b) ДМУХАЙЛА Алена Мiкалаеўна (Belarusian) c) ДМУХАЙЛО Елена Николаевна (Russian)
Sex: W  DOB: 1 Jul 1971

Justification: As Secretary of the CEC, she is responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its leadership have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner. Other information: Secretary of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC) Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43652  Name: Gurzhy Andrei Anatolievich  Spelling variant: a) Gurzhiy Andrey Anatolievich (Russian) b) ГУРЖЫ Андрэй Анатольевiч (Belarusian) c) ГУРЖИЙ Андрей Анатольевич (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 10 Oct 1975

Justification: As a member of the CEC college, he is responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner. Other information: Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC) Modifications: Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43659  Name: Darashenka Volga Leanidauna  Spelling variant: a) Doroshenko Olga Leonidovna (Russian) b) ДАРАШЕНКА Вольга Леанiдаўна (Belarusian) c) ДОРОШЕНКО Ольга Леонидовна (Russian)
Sex: W  DOB: 1976

Justification: As a member of the CEC college, she is responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC
has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner. **Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43666 **Name:** Kalinouski Siarhei Aliakseevich **Spelling variant:** a) Kalinovskiy Sergey Alekseevich (Russian) b) КАЛИНОЎСКІ Сяргей Аляксеевіч (Belarusian) c) КАЛИНОВСКИЙ Сергей Алексеевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 3 Jan 1969

**Justification:** As a member of the CEC college, he is responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner.

**Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43673 **Name:** Katsuba Sviatlana Piatrouna **Spelling variant:** a) Katsubo Svetlana Petrovna (Russian) b) КАЦУБА Святлана Пятроўна (Belarusian) c) КАЦУБО Светлана Петровна (Russian)

**Sex:** W  
**DOB:** 6 Aug 1959  
**POB:** Podilsk, Odessa Region (Odessa Oblast), Ukraine

**Justification:** As a member of the CEC college, she is responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner.

**Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43682 **Name:** Lasyakin Aliaksandr Mikhailavich **Spelling variant:** a) Losyakin Alexander Mikhailovich (Russian) b) Losyakin Alexandr Mikhailovich (Russian) c) ЛАСЯКIН Аляксандр Мiхайлавiч (Belarusian) d) ЛОСЯКИН Александр Михайлович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 21 Jul 1957

**Justification:** As a member of the CEC college, he is responsible for its misconduct of the 2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a biased manner.

**Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)

**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43689 **Name:** Plysheuski Igar Anatolievich **Spelling variant:** a) Plyshevskiy Ihor Anatolievich (Russian) b) ПЛЫШЭЎСКI Ігар Анатольевiч (Belarusian) c) ПЛЫШЕВСКИЙ Игорь Анатольевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 19 Feb 1979  
**POB:** Lyuban, Belarus

**Justification:** As a member of the CEC college, he is responsible for its misconduct of the presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of
fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college
have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious
grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC
has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a
biased manner. **Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43698 **Name:** Rakhmanava Marina Yureuna **Spelling variant:** a) Rakhmanova
Marina Yuriyevna (Russian) b) РАХМАНАВА Марына Юр'еўна (Belarusian) c) РАХМАНОВА Марина Юрьевна (Russian)
**Sex:** W **DOB:** 26 Sep 1970
**Justification:** As a member of the CEC college, she is responsible for its misconduct of the
2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of
fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college
have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious
grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC
has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a
biased manner. **Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43705 **Name:** Slizheuski Aleh Leanidavich **Spelling variant:** a) Slizhevski Oleg
Leonidovich (Russian) b) СЛIЖЭЎСКI Алег Леанiдавiч (Belarusian) c) СЛИЖЕВСКИЙ Олег Леонидович (Russian)
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 16 Aug 1972 **POB:** Grodno (Hrodna), Belarus
**Justification:** As a member of the CEC college, he is responsible for the misconduct of the
2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of
fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college
have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious
grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC
has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a
biased manner. **Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43713 **Name:** Tselikavets Irina Aliaksandrauna **Spelling variant:** a) Tselikovec
Irina Alexandrovna (Russian) b) ЦЭЛIКАВЕЦ Ірына Александраўна (Belarusian) c) ЦЕЛИКОВЕЦ Ірина Александровна (Russian)
**Sex:** W **DOB:** 2 Nov 1976 **POB:** Zhlobin, Belarus
**Justification:** As a member of the CEC college, she is responsible for the misconduct of the
2020 presidential electoral process, its non-compliance with basic international standards of
fairness and transparency and its falsification of election results. The CEC and its college
have, in particular, organised the dismissal of certain opposition candidates on spurious
grounds and placed disproportionate restrictions on observers in polling stations. The CEC
has also ensured that the election commissions under its supervision are composed in a
biased manner. **Other information:** Member of the Central Electoral Commission (CEC)
**Modifications:** Listed on 13 Oct 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-43926 **Name:** Lukashenka Aliaksandr Ryhoravich **Spelling variant:** a)
Lukasheko Alexandr Grigorievich (Russian) b) ЛУКАШЭНКА Аляксандр Рыгоравiч
(Belarusian) c) ЛУКАШЕНКО Александр Григорьевич (Russian)
Sex:  M  DOB:  30 Aug 1954  POB:  Kopys settlement, Vitebsk Region (Viciebsk Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** As President of Belarus with authority over State bodies, he is responsible for the violent repression by the State apparatus carried out before and after the 2020 presidential election, in particular the dismissal of key opposition candidates, arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists.  **Other information:** President of the Republic of Belarus  **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43934  **Name:** Lukashenka Viktar Aliaksandravich  **Spelling variant:** a) Lukashenko Viktor Aleksandrovich (Russian) b) ЛУКАШЁНКА Віктар Аляксандрывіч (Belarusian) c) ЛУКАШЕНКО Віktor Александрович (Russian)

**Sex:**  M  **DOB:**  28 Nov 1975  **POB:**  Mogilev, Belarus

**Justification:** In his former position as National Security Advisor to the President and a Member of the Security Council, as well as his informal supervisory position over Belarus security forces, he has been responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the State apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the President of the National Olympic Committee. In this position, to which he was appointed on 26 February 2021, he bears responsibility for the mistreatment by the NOC officials of athlete Krystsina Tsimanouskaya during the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo.  **Other information:** a) Former National Security Advisor to the President, Member of the Security Council; President of the National Olympic Committee of Belarus  b) Personal ID: 3281175A014PB8  **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43942  **Name:** Sergyaenka Ihar Piatrovich  **Spelling variant:** a) Sergeenko Igor Petrovich (Russian) b) СЕРГЯЕНКА Ігар Пятровiч (Belarusian) c) СЕРГЕЕНКО Ігорь Петрович (Russian)

**Sex:**  M  **DOB:**  14 Jan 1963  **POB:**  Stolitsa village, Vitebsk Region (Viciebsk Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as the Chief of Staff of the Presidential Administration, he is closely associated with the President and responsible for ensuring the implementation of presidential powers in the field of domestic and foreign policy. He is thus supporting the Lukashenka regime, including in the repression and intimidation campaign led by the State apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election.  **Other information:** Chief of Staff of the Presidential Administration  **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43951  **Name:** Tertel Ivan Stanislavavich  **Spelling variant:** a) Tertel Ivan Stanislavovich (Russian) b) ТЭРТЭЛЬ Iван Станiслававiч (Belarusian) c) ТЕРТЕЛЬ Иван Станиславович (Russian)

**Sex:**  M  **DOB:**  8 Sep 1966  **POB:**  village Privalka (village Privalki), Grodno Region (Hrodna Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** In his leadership position as the Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB) and in his former position as the Chairman of the State Control Committee, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the State apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against
journalists. **Other information:** Chairman of the State Security Committee (KGB), former Chairman of the State Control Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43959 **Name:** Melnik Raman Ivanavich **Spelling variant:** a) Melnik Roman Ivanovich (Russian) b) МЕЛЬНИК Раман Іванавіч (Belarusian) c) МЕЛЬНИК Роман Иванович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 29 May 1964  
**Justification:** In his former leadership position as the Head of the Main Directorate of Law and Order Protection and Prevention at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the State apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as Head of the Administration of the Leninsky District of Minsk.  
**Other information:** Former Head of the Main Directorate of Law and Order Protection and Prevention at the Ministry of Internal Affairs; Head of the Administration of the Leninsky District of Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43965 **Name:** Naskevich Ivan Danilavich **Spelling variant:** a) Noskevich Ivan Danilovich (Russian) b) НАСКЕВIЧ Іван Данiлавiч (Belarusian) c) НОСКЕВИЧ Иван Данилович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 25 Mar 1970 **POB:** village of Cierabličy, Brest Region (Brest Oblast), Belarus  
**Justification:** In his former leadership position as the Chairman of the Investigative Committee, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by that Committee in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular investigations launched against the Coordination Council and peaceful demonstrators. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as a member of the reserve of the Investigative Committee.  
**Other information:** Former Chairman of the Investigative Committee; Member of the reserve of the Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43973 **Name:** Volkau Aliaksey Aliaksandravich **Spelling variant:** a) Volkov Alexey Aleksandrovich (Russian) b) ВОЛКАЎ Аляксей Аляксандравiч (Belarusian) c) ВОЛКОВ Алексей Александрович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 7 Sep 1973 **POB:** Minsk, Belarus  
**Justification:** In his former leadership position as the First Deputy Chairman of the Investigative Committee, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the Committee in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular investigations launched against the Coordination Council and peaceful demonstrators.  
**Other information:** Former First Deputy Chairman of the Investigative Committee, currently Chairman of the State Committee for Forensic Expertise **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43980 **Name:** Azemsha Siarhei Yakaulevich **Spelling variant:** a) Azemsha Sergei Yakovlevich (Russian) b) АЗЕМША Сяргей Якаўлевiч (Belarusian) c) АЗЕМША Сергей Яковлевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 17 Jul 1974 **POB:** Rechitsa, Gomel Region (Homyel Oblast), Belarus  
**Justification:** In his leadership position as the Deputy Chairman of the Investigative
Committee, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the Committee in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular investigations launched against the Coordination Council and peaceful demonstrators. **Other information:** Deputy Chairman of the Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-43988  **Name:** Smal Andrei Fiodaravich  **Spelling variant:** a) Smal Andrei Fyodorovich (Russian) b) СМАЛЬ Андрэй Фёдаравіч (Belarusian) c) СМАЛЬ Андрей Фёдорович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 1 Aug 1973  **POB:** Brest, Belarus  
**Justification:** In his former leadership position as the Deputy Chairman of the Investigative Committee, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the Committee in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular investigations launched against the Coordination Council and peaceful demonstrators. **Other information:** Former Deputy Chairman of the Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021, 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-43996  **Name:** Pauliuchenka Andrei Yurevich  **Spelling variant:** a) Pavlyuchenko Andrei Yurevich (Russian) b) ПАЎЛЮЧЕНКА Андрэй Юр'евiч (Belarusian) c) ПАВЛЮЧЕНКО Андрей Юрьевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 1 Aug 1971  
**Justification:** In his leadership position as the Head of Operational-Analytical Center, he is closely associated with the President and responsible for the repression of civil society, in particular interrupting connection to telecommunication networks as a tool of repression of civil society, peaceful demonstrators and journalists. **Other information:** Head of Operational-Analytical Center **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44002  **Name:** Buzouski Ihar Ivanavich  **Spelling variant:** a) Buzovski Igor Ivanovich (Russian) b) БУЗОЎСКI Iгар Iванавiч (Belarusian) c) БУЗОВСКИЙ Игорь Иванович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 10 Jul 1972  **POB:** village of Koshelevo, Grodno region (Hrodna Oblast), Belarus  
**Justification:** In his leadership position as Deputy Minister of Information, he is responsible for the repression of civil society, in particular the Ministry of Information decision to cut off access to independent websites and limit internet access in Belarus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, as a tool of repression of civil society, peaceful demonstrators and journalists. **Other information:** Deputy Minister of Information **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44010  **Name:** Eismant Natallia Mikalaeuna  **Spelling variant:** a) Eismont Natalia Nikolayevna (Russian) b) ЭЙСМАНТ Наталля Мікалаеўна (Belarusian) c) ЭЙСМОНТ Наталья Николаевна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 16 Feb 1984  **POB:** Minsk, Belarus  
**Justification:** In her position as Press Secretary of the President of Belarus, she is closely associated with the President and responsible for coordinating media activities of the President, including drafting statements and organising public appearances. She is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime, including in the repression and intimidation campaign led by the State apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. In
particular, with her public statements defending the President and criticising opposition activists as well as the peaceful protesters, made in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, she contributed to seriously undermining democracy and the rule of law in Belarus.

**Other information:**

- **a)** Press Secretary of the President of Belarus  
- **b)** Maiden name: Kirsanova (Russian spelling: Кирсанова) or Selyun (Russian spelling: Селян)

**Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44018  
**Name:** Zubkou Siarhei Yaugenavich  
**Spelling variant:**  
- a) Zubkov Sergei Yevgenevich (Russian)  
- ЗУБКОЎ Сяргей Яўгенавіч (Belarusian)  
- ЗУБКОВ Сергей Евгеньевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 21 Aug 1975

**Justification:** In his commanding position over ALFA Unit forces, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign carried out by those forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists.  

**Other information:** ALFA Unit Commander  
**Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44024  
**Name:** Raukou Andrei Aliakseevich  
**Spelling variant:**  
- a) Ravkov Andrei Alekseevich (Russian)  
- РАЎКОЎ Андрэй Аляксеевіч (Belarusian)  
- РАВКОВ Андрей Алексеевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 25 Jun 1967  
**POB:** village of Revyaki, Vitebsk Region (Viciebsk Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** In his former position as State Secretary of the Security Council, he has been closely associated with the President and responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign carried out by the State apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the ambassador of Belarus to Azerbaijan.  

**Other information:** Former State Secretary of the Security Council; Ambassador of the Republic of Belarus to Azerbaijan  
**Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44032  
**Name:** Miklashevich Pyotr Piatrovich  
**Spelling variant:**  
- a) Miklashevich Petr Petrovich (Russian)  
- МИКЛАШЭВIЧ Пётр Пятровiч (Belarusian)  
- МИКЛАШЕВИЧ Петр Петрович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 18 Oct 1954  
**POB:** Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** As the chairman of the Constitutional Court, he is responsible for the Constitutional Court’s decision adopted on 25 Aug 2020, by which the results of the fraudulent elections were legitimised. He has therefore supported and facilitated actions of repression and intimidation campaign by the State apparatus against peaceful protestors and journalists and is therefore responsible for seriously undermining democracy and the rule of law in Belarus.  

**Other information:** Chairman of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Belarus  
**Modifications:** Listed on 11 Dec 2020, amended on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44106  
**Name:** Sivak Anatol Aliaksandravich  
**Spelling variant:**  
- a) Sivak Anatoli Aleksandrovich (Russian)  
- СIВАК Анатоль Аляксандравіч (Belarusian)  
- СИВАК Анатолий Александрович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 19 Jul 1962  
**POB:** Zavoit, Narovlya District, Gomel Region (Homyel Oblast), Belarus
In his former leadership capacity as Chairman of the Minsk City Executive Committee, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign run by the local apparatus in Minsk under his oversight in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular with arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He made numerous public statements criticising peaceful protests taking place in Belarus. In his current leadership position as Deputy Prime Minister he continues to support the Lukashenka regime.

**Other information:** Deputy Prime Minister, former Chairman of the Minsk City Executive Committee

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44114 **Name:** Eismant Ivan Mikhailavich **Spelling variant:** a) Eismont Ivan Mikhailavich (Russian) b) ЭЙСМАНТ Іван Михайлавіч (Belarusian) c) ЭЙСМОНТ Иван Михайлович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 20 Jan 1977 **POB:** Grodno (Hrodna), Belarus

In his current position as Head of the Belarusian State Television and Radio Company, he is responsible for the dissemination of state propaganda in public media and continues to support the Lukashenka regime. This includes using media channels to support the President's continuation of his term in office, despite the fraudulent presidential elections that took place on 9 Aug 2020, and the subsequent and repeated violent crackdown on peaceful and legitimate protests. Eismont made public statements criticising the peaceful protesters and refused to provide media coverage of the protests. He also fired striking employees of Belteleradio Company under his management, thereby making him responsible for human rights violations.

**Other information:** Chairman of the Belarusian State Television and Radio Company, Head of Belteleradio Company

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44122 **Name:** Karanik Uladzimir Stsiapanavich **Spelling variant:** a) Karanik Vladimir Stepanovich (Russian) b) КАРАНІК Уладзімір Сцяпанавіч (Belarusian) c) КАРАНИК Владимир Степанович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 30 Nov 1973 **POB:** Grodno (Hrodna), Belarus

In his former leadership capacity as the Minister of Healthcare, he was responsible for the use of healthcare services to repress peaceful protesters, including using ambulances to transport protesters in need of medical assistance to isolation wards rather than to hospitals. He made numerous public statements criticising the peaceful protests taking place in Belarus, on one occasion accusing a protester of being intoxicated. In his current leadership position as the Governor of the Grodno/Hrodna Region/Oblast he continues to support the Lukashenka regime.

**Other information:** Governor of the Grodno/Hrodna Region/Oblast, former Minister of Healthcare

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44129 **Name:** Kachanava Natallia Ivanauna **Spelling variant:** a) Kochanova Natalia Ivanovna (Russian) b) КАЧАНАВА Наталля Іванаўна (Belarusian) c) КОЧАНОВА Наталья Ивановна (Russian)

**Sex:** W **DOB:** 25 Sep 1960 **POB:** Polotsk, Vitebsk Region (Viciebsk Oblast), Belarus

In her current leadership position as Chair of the Council of the Republic of the National Assembly of Belarus, she is responsible for supporting the decisions of the President in the field of domestic policy. She is also responsible for organising the fraudulent elections that took place on 9 Aug 2020. She made public statements defending the brutal crackdown of the security apparatus on peaceful demonstrators.

**Other information:** Chair
of the Council of the Republic of the National Assembly of Belarus Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44137 Name: Liohki Pavel Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) Liohki Pavel Nikolaevich (Russian) b) ЛЕГКИЙ Павел Николаевич (Belarusian) c) ЛЁГКИЙ Павел Николаевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 30 May 1972 POB: Baranavichy, Belarus
Justification: In his leadership position as First Deputy Minister of Information, he is responsible for the repression of civil society, and in particular the Ministry of Information decision to cut off, access to independent websites and limit internet access in Belarus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, as a tool of repression of civil society, peaceful demonstrators and, journalists. Other information: First Deputy Minister of Information
Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44145 Name: Lutsky Ihar Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) Lutsky Igor Vladimirovich (Russian) b) ЛУЦКИ Ігар Уладзіміравіч (Belarusian) c) ЛУЦКИЙ Игорь Владимирович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 31 Oct 1972 POB: Stolin, Brest Region (Brest Oblast), Belarus
Justification: In his leadership position as Minister of Information, he is responsible for the repression of civil society, and in particular the Ministry of Information decision to cut off access to independent websites and limit internet access in Belarus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, as a tool of repression of civil society, peaceful demonstrators and journalists. Other information: Minister of Information Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44152 Name: Shved Andrei Ivanavich Spelling variant: a) Shved Andrei Ivanovich (Russian) b) ШВЕД Андрэй Іванавіч (Belarusian) c) ШВЕД Андрей Иванович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 21 Apr 1973 POB: Glushkovichi, Gomel Region (Homyel Oblast), Belarus
Justification: In his position as Prosecutor General of Belarus, he is responsible for the ongoing repression of civil society and democratic opposition, and in particular the launching of numerous criminal proceedings against peaceful demonstrators, opposition leaders and journalists in the wake of the 2020 presidential elections. He also made public statements threatening participants in “unauthorised rallies” with punishment. Other information: Prosecutor General of Belarus Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44160 Name: Bogdan Genadz Andreievich Spelling variant: a) Bogdan Gennady Andreievich (Russian) b) БОГДАН Андрэй Андрэевіч (Belarusian) c) БОГДАН Геннадий Андреевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 8 Jan 1977
Justification: In his position of Deputy Head of the Belarus President Property Management Directorate, he oversees the functioning of numerous enterprises. The body under his leadership provides financial, material and technical, social, household and medical support to the State apparatus and republican authorities. He is closely associated with the President and continues to support the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Deputy Head of the Belarus President Property Management Directorate Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44166 Name: Burmistrau Ihar Paulavich Spelling variant: a) Burmistrov Igor Pavlovich (Russian) b) БУРМИСТРОЎ Ігар Паўлавіч (Belarusian) c) БУРМИСТРОВ Игорь
Павлович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 30 Sep 1968
Justification: In his leadership position as First Deputy Commander of the Internal Troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the Internal Troops under his command in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular the arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. Other information: Chief of Staff and First Deputy Commander of the Internal Troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021
SSID: 20-44172 Name: Dunka Arciom Kanstantinavich Spelling variant: a) Dunko Artem Konstantinovich (Russian) b) ДУНЬКА Арцём Канстанцінавіч (Belarusian) c) ДУНЬКО Артем Канстантинович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 8 Jun 1990
Justification: In his leadership position as Senior Inspector for Special Matters of the Department of Financial Investigations of the State Control Committee, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the State apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular with investigations launched into opposition leaders and activists. Other information: Senior Inspector for Special Matters of the Department of Financial Investigations of the State Control Committee Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021
SSID: 20-44178 Name: Karaziei Aleh Heorhievich Spelling variant: a) Karazei Oleg Georgevich (Russian) b) КАРАЗЕЙ Алег Георгіевич (Belarusian) c) КАРАЗЕЙ Олег Георгіевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 1 Jan 1979 POB: Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus
Justification: In his former leadership position as Head of the Prevention Department of the Main Department of Law Enforcement and Prevention of the Public Security Police of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the police forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as associate professor at the Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Other information: Former Head of the Prevention Department of the Main Department of Law Enforcement and Prevention of the Public Security Police of the Ministry of Internal Affairs; Associate professor at the Academy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022
SSID: 20-44186 Name: Kuryan Dzmitry Aliaksandravich Spelling variant: a) Kuryan Dmitry Aleksandrovich (Russian) b) КУРЯН Дзмiтрый Александравiч (Belarusian) c) КУРЯН Дмитрий Александрович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 3 Oct 1974
Justification: In his leadership position as Police Colonel and Deputy Head of the Main Department and Head of the Department of Law Enforcement in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the police forces in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular with arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. Other information: Police Colonel, Deputy Head of the Main
Department and Head of the Department of Law Enforcement in the Ministry of Internal Affairs 

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44192  
**Name:** Turchin Aliaksandr Henrykavich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Turchin Aleksandr Henrichovich (Russian) b) ТУРЧЫН Аляксандр Генрыхавіч (Belarusian) c) ТУРЧИН Александр Генрихович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 2 Jul 1975  
**POB:** Novogrudok, Grodno Region (Hrodna Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as the Chairman of Minsk Regional Executive Committee, he is responsible for overseeing local administration, including a number of committees. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** Chairman of Minsk Regional Executive Committee 

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44200  
**Name:** Shumilin Dzmitry Mikalaevich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Shumilin Dmitry Nikolayevich (Russian) b) ШУМИЛИН Дзмiтрый Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian) c) ШУМИЛИН Дмитрий Николаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 26 Jul 1977

**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Head of the department for mass events of the GUVD of the Minsk City Executive Committee, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the local apparatus in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular with arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. He is documented as personally taking part in the unlawful detention of peaceful protesters. **Other information:** Deputy Head of the department for mass events of the GUVD (Main Department of Internal Affairs) of the Minsk City Executive Committee 

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44206  
**Name:** Stasiukevich Vital Ivanovich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Stasiukevich Vitalyi Ivanovich (Russian) b) СТАСЮКЕВИЧ Вiталь Іванович (Belarusian) c) СТАСЮКЕВИЧ Виталий Иванович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 5 Mar 1976  
**POB:** Grodno (Hrodna), Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Chief of Public Security Police in Grodno/Hrodna, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the local police force under his command in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular with arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. According to witnesses, he personally supervised the unlawful detention of peaceful protesters. **Other information:** Deputy Chief of Public Security Police in Grodno/Hrodna 

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44213  
**Name:** Kalinnik Siarhei Leanidavich  
**Spelling variant:** a) Kalinnik Sergei Leonidovich (Russian) b) КАЛИННИК Сяргей Леанiдавiч (Belarusian) c) КАЛИННИК Сергея Леонидович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 23 Jul 1979

**Justification:** In his position as Chief of the Sovetsky District Police Department of Minsk, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the local police force under his command in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular with arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. According to witnesses, he personally supervised and took part in torturing unlawfully detained protesters. **Other information:** Police Colonel, Chief of the Sovetsky District Police Department of Minsk 

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021
SSID: 20-44219 Name: Prygara Vadzim Siarhaevich Spelling variant: a) Prigara Vadim Sergeevich (Russian) b) ПРЫГАРА Вадзім Сяргеевіч (Belarusian) c) ПРИГАРА Вадим Сергеевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 31 Oct 1980
Justification: In his position as Head of the District Police Department in Molodechno, he is responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the local police force under his command in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular with arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. According to witnesses, he personally supervised beatings of unlawfully detained protesters. He also made numerous derogatory statements about the protesters to the media. Other information: Police Lieutenant Colonel, Head of the District Police Department in Molodechno Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44225 Name: Stanislauchyk Viktar Ivanavich Spelling variant: a) Stanislavchik Viktor Ivanovich (Russian) b) СТАНІСЛАЎЧЫК Віктар Iванавіч (Belarusian) c) СТАНИСЛАВЧИК Виктор Иванович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 27 Jan 1971
Justification: In his former position as Deputy Head of the Police Department of the Sovetsky District of Minsk and Head of the Public Security Police, he was responsible for the repression and intimidation campaign led by the local police force under his command in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in particular arbitrary arrests and ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful demonstrators as well as intimidation and violence against journalists. According to witnesses, he personally supervised the detention of peaceful protesters and beatings of those unlawfully detained. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the First Deputy Head of the Centre of Advanced Studies and Specialists of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Other information: Former Deputy Head of the Police Department of the Sovetsky District of Minsk, Head of the Public Security Police; First Deputy Head of the Centre of Advanced Studies and Specialists of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-44231 Name: Pietrash Aliaksandr Aliaksandravich Spelling variant: a) Petrash Aleksandr Aleksandrovich (Russian) b) ПЕТРАШ Александр Александрович (Belarusian) c) ПЕТРАШ Александр Александрович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 16 May 1988
Justification: In his position as chairman of the Moskovski district court in Minsk, he is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters. Violations of rights of defence and reliance on statements from false witnesses were reported during trials conducted under his supervision. He was instrumental in fining and detaining protesters, journalists and opposition leaders in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. He is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Chairman of the Moskovski district court in Minsk Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44237 Name: Lahunovich Andrei Aliaksandravich Spelling variant: a) Lahunovich Andrei Aleksandrovich (Russian) b) ЛАГУНОВИЧ Андрей Александрович (Belarusian) c) ЛАГУНОВИЧ Андрей Александрович (Russian)
Sex: M
Justification: In his position as judge of the Sovetsky district court in Gomel/Homyel, he is
responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, activists and protesters. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under his supervision. He is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Sovetsky district court in Gomel/Homyel **Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44242 **Name:** Litvina Alena Vasileuna **Spelling variant:** a) Litvina Elena Vasilevna (Russian) b) ЛІТВIНА Алена Васiльеўна (Belarusian) c) ЛІТВIНА Елена Васiльеўна (Russian)

**Sex:** W

**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Sovetsky district court in Gomel/Homyel, she is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, activists and protesters. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under his supervision. He is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Sovetsky district court in Gomel/Homyel **Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44247 **Name:** Shabunya Victoria Valereuna **Spelling variant:** a) Shabunya Victoria Valerevna (Russian) b) ШАБУНЯ Вiкторыя Валер'еўна (Belarusian) c) ШАБУНЯ Виктория Валерьевна (Russian)

**Sex:** W **DOB:** 27 Feb 1974

**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Central district court in Minsk, she is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters, in particular the sentencing of Siarhei Tsikhanousky – opposition activist and husband of presidential candidate Svetlana Tiskhanouska. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Central district court in Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44253 **Name:** Zhyvitsa Alena Aliaksandravna **Spelling variant:** a) Zhyvitsa Elena Aleksandrovna (Russian) b) ЖЫВIЦА Алена Аляксандравна (Belarusian) c) ЖИВIЦА Елена Александровна (Russian)

**Sex:** W **DOB:** 9 Apr 1990

**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Oktyabrsky district court in Minsk, she is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Oktyabrsky district court in Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

**SSID:** 20-44259 **Name:** Dziadkova Natallia Anatolievna **Spelling variant:** a) Dedkova Natalia Anatolievna (Russian) b) ДЗЯДКОВА Наталя Анатольеўна (Belarusian) c) ДЕДКОВА Наталья Анатольевна (Russian)
Sex: W  DOB: 2 Dec 1979  
**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Partizanski district court in Minsk, she is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters, in particular the sentencing of Coordination Council leader Mariya Kalesnikava. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Partizanski district court in Minsk  
**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44265  Name: Fiodarava Maryna Arkadzeuna  
**Spelling variants:** a) Fedorova Marina Arkadievna (Russian) b) ФЁДАРАВА Марына Аркадьевна (Belarusian) c) ФЕДОРОВА Марина Аркадьевна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W  DOB: 11 Sep 1965  
**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Sovetsky district court in Minsk, she is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Sovetsky district court in Minsk  
**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44271  Name: Hustyr Yulia Chaslavauna  
**Spelling variants:** a) Hustyr Yulia Chasлаваўна (Belarusian) b) ГУСТЫР Юлiя Чаславаўна (Belarusian) c) ГУСТЫР Юлия Чеславовна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W  DOB: 14 Jan 1984  
**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Central district court in Minsk, she is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters, in particular the sentencing of opposition presidential candidate Viktar Babarika. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Central district court in Minsk  
**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44277  Name: Nyakrasava Alena Tsimafeeuna  
**Spelling variants:** a) Nekrasova Elena Timofeevna (Russian) b) НЯКРАСОВА Елена Тимофеевна (Belarusian) c) НЕКРАСОВА Елена Тимофеевна (Russian)  
**Sex:** W  DOB: 26 Nov 1974  
**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Zavodsky district court in Minsk, she is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for human rights violations and undermining the rule of law, as well as for contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Zavodsky district court in Minsk  
**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021

SSID: 20-44283  Name: Shakutsin Aliaksandr Vasilevich  
**Spelling variants:** a) Shakutin Aleksandr Vasilevich (Russian) b) ШАКУЦIН Аляксандр Васiльевiч (Belarusian) c) ШАКУЦІН Аляксандр Васільевич (Belarusian)
ШАКУТИН Александр Васильевич (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 12 Jan 1959  **POB:** Bolshoe Babino, Orsha Rayon, Vitebsk Region (Viciebsk Oblast), Belarus

**Justification:** He is one of the leading businessmen operating in Belarus, with business interests in construction, machine building, agriculture and other sectors. He is reported to be one of the persons who benefitted most from the privatisation during Lukashenka's tenure as President. He is also a former member of the presidium of the pro-Lukashenka public association "Belaya Rus" and a former member of the Council for the Development of Entrepreneurship in the Republic of Belarus. In July 2020 he made public comments condemning the opposition protests in Belarus, thus supporting the Lukashenka regime's policy of repression towards peaceful protesters, democratic opposition and civil society. He maintains business interests in Belarus. **Other information:** Businessman, chairman of the board of directors of Amkodor holding **Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-44291  **Name:** Varabei Mikalai Mikalaevich  **Spelling variant:** a) Verabei Mikalai Mikalaevich (Belarusian) b) Vorobey Nikolay Nikolaevich (Russian) c) ВАРАБЕЙ Мікалай Мікалаевіч (Belarusian) d) ВЕРАБЕЙ Мікалай Мікалаевіч (Belarusian) e) ВОРОБЕЙ Николай Николаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 4 May 1963  **POB:** Ukraine

**Justification:** He is one of the leading businessmen operating in Belarus, and has had business interests in petroleum, coal transit, banking and other sectors. He is the co-owner of Bremino Group – a company that has enjoyed tax breaks and other forms of support from the Belarusian administration. His company BelKazTrans was granted an exclusive right to transfer coal through Belarus. In December 2020 he transferred some of his assets to his close business associates. According to media reports he still controls companies Interservice and Oil Bitumen Plant. He maintains business activities and close relations with authorities in Belarus and gave two luxury cars to Lukashenka. He also has business interests in Ukraine and Russia. He is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** Businessman, co-owner of Bremino Group  **Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-45419  **Name:** Buhuk Natallia Mikhailauna  **Spelling variant:** a) БУГУК Наталля Міхаілавна (Belarusian) b) Buguk Natalia Mikhailovna (Russian) c) БУГУК Наталья Михайлова (Russian)

**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 19 Dec 1989  **POB:** Minsk, Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In her position as judge at the Fruzensky district court in Minsk, Natallia Buhuk is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists and protesters, in particular the sentencing of Katsiaryna Bakhvalava (Andreyeva) and Darya Chultsova. Violations of rights of defence and of right to a fair trial were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge at the Fruzensky district court in Minsk  **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45427  **Name:** Kasianchyk Alina Siarhieeuna  **Spelling variant:** a) КАСЬЯНЧЫК Аліна Сяргееўна (Belarusian) b) Kasyanchyk Alina Sergeevna (Russian) c) КАСЬЯНЧИК Аліна Сергеевна (Russian)

**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 12 Mar 1998  **Nationality:** Belarus
**Justification:** In her position as assistant prosecutor at the Fruzensky District Court in Minsk, Alina Kasianchyk has represented the Lukashenka regime in politically motivated cases against journalists, activists and protesters. In particular, she has prosecuted journalists Katsiaryna Bakhvalava (Andreyev) and Darya Chultsova for recording peaceful protests, based on the groundless charges of “conspiracy” and “violating public order”. She has also prosecuted members of Belarusian civil society e.g. for taking parts in peaceful protests, and paying tribute to murdered protester Aliaksandr Taraikousky. She has continuously asked the judge for long-term prison sentences. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Assistant Prosecutor at the Fruzensky District Court in Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45434 **Name:** Kurylovich Ihar Viktaravich **Spelling variant:** a) КУРЫЛОВИЧ Игар Віктаравіч (Belarusian) b) Kurilovich Igor Viktorovich (Russian) c) КУРИЛОВИЧ Игорь Викторович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 26 Sep 1990  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Senior Investigator at the Fruzensky District Court in Minsk, Ihar Kurylovich was involved in preparing a politically motivated criminal case against journalists Katsiaryna Bakhvalava (Andreyeva) and Darya Chultsova. The journalists, who recorded peaceful protests, were accused of violations of public order and sentenced to two years of prison. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Senior Investigator of the Fruzensky District Department of the Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45441 **Name:** Shatsila Siarhei Viktaravich **Spelling variant:** a) ШАЦІЛА Сяргей Віктаравіч (Belarusian) b) Shatilo Sergei Viktorovich (Russian) c) ШАТИЛО Сергей Викторович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 13 Aug 1989  **POB:** Minsk, Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as judge of the Sovetsky District Court in Minsk, Siarhei Shatsila is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against protesters, in particular the sentencing of Natallia Hersche, Dzmitry Halko and Dzmitry Katurkevich, considered as political prisoners by Viahsna, a Belarusian human rights organisation. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge at Sovetsky District Court in Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45449 **Name:** Achalava Anastasia Vasileuna **Spelling variant:** a) АЧАЛАВА Анастасія Васильеўна (Belarusian) b) Achalova Anastasia Vasilievna (Russian) c) АЧАЛОВА Анастасія Васильевна (Russian)

**Sex:** W  **DOB:** 15 Oct 1992  **POB:** Minsk, Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In her position as judge of the Leninsky District Court in Minsk, Anastasia Achalava is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, activists and protesters, in particular the sentencing of Coordination Council member Dzmitry Kruk, as well as against medical personnel and senior citizens. Reliance on statements of anonymous witnesses was reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other
information: Judge at the Leninsky District Court in Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45457 Name: Yarokhina Mariya Viachaslavauna Spelling variant: a) ЯРОХИНА Марыя Вячаславаўна (Belarusian) b) Yerokhina Maria Viacheslavovna (Russian) c) ЕРОХИНА Мария Вячеславовна (Russian)
Sex: W DOB: 4 Jul 1987 POB: Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justice: In her position as judge of the Frunzensky District Court in Minsk, Mariya Yerokhina is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, trade union activists, sportsmen and protesters, in particular the sentencing of journalist Uladzimir Hrydzin. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Judge at the Frunzensky District Court in Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45465 Name: Blizniuk Yuliya Aliaksandrauna Spelling variant: a) БЛIЗНЮК Юлiя Аляĸсандраўна (Belarusian) b) Blizniuk Yuliya Aleksandrovna (Russian) c) БЛИЗНЮК Юлия Александровна (Russian)
Sex: W DOB: 23 Sep 1971 POB: Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justice: In her position as Deputy Chairwoman and judge at the Frunzensky District Court in Minsk, Yuliya Blizniuk is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, activists and protesters, in particular sentencing activists Artsiom Khvashcheuski, Artsiom Sauchuk, Maksim Pauliushchyk. These persons are considered as political prisoners by Viasna, a Belarusian human rights organization. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Deputy Chairwoman/judge at the Frunzensky District Court in Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45473 Name: Kulik Anastasia Dzmitreuna Spelling variant: a) КУЛIК Анастасiя Дзмiтрыеўна (Belarusian) b) Kulik Anastasia Dmitrievna (Russian) c) КУЛИК Анастасия Дмитриевна (Russian)
Justice: In her position as judge of the Pervomaisky District Court of Minsk, Anastasia Kulik is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against peaceful protesters, in particular the sentencing of Aliaksandr Zakharevich, who is considered as a political prisoner by Viasna, a Belarusian human rights organization. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Judge of the Pervomaisky District Court of Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45481 Name: Trusevich Maksim Leanidavich Spelling variant: a) ТРУСЕВIЧ Максiм Леанiдавiч (Belarusian) b) Trusevich Maksim Leonidovich (Russian) c) ТРУСЕВИЧ Максим Леонидович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 12 Aug 1989 Nationality: Belarus
Justice: In his position as judge at the Pervomaisky District Court in Minsk, Maxim Trusevich is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters. Violations of rights of defence and right to a fair trial were reported during trials conducted under his supervision. He is therefore responsible
for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Judge of the Pervomaisky District Court of Minsk  

**SSID:** 20-45488 **Name:** Matyl Tatsiana Yaraslavauna **Spelling variant:** a) МАТЫЛЬ Таццяна Яраславаўна (Belarusian) b) Motyl Tatiana Yaroslavovna (Russian) c) МОТЫЛЬ Татьяна Ярославовна (Russian)  

**Sex:** W  

**DOB:** 20 Jan 1968  

**POB:** Minsk, Belarus  

**Nationality:** Belarus  

**Justification:** In her position as judge at the Moskovsky District Court in Minsk, Tatsiana Matyl is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, opposition leaders, activists and protesters, in particular the sentencing of opposition politician Mikalai Statkevich and journalist Alexander Borzenko. Violations of rights of defence and right to a fair trial were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.

**Other information:** Judge of the Moskovsky District Court of Minsk  

**SSID:** 20-45496 **Name:** Rudzenka Aliaksandr Anatolevich **Spelling variant:** a) РУДЗЕНКА Аляксандр Анатольевіч (Belarusian) b) Rudenko Aleksandr Anatolevich (Russian) c) РУДЕНКО Алеksamandr Анатольевич (Russian)  

**Sex:** M  

**DOB:** 1 Dec 1981  

**Nationality:** Belarus  

**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Chairman and judge of the Oktyabrsky District Court in Minsk, Aliaksandr Rudzenka is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against journalists, activists and protesters, in particular fining an elderly and disabled protester, as well as the sentencing of Lyudmila Kazak – the lawyer of Mariya Kalesnikava, Belarusian opposition leader. Violations of rights of defence and right to a fair trial were reported during trials conducted under his supervision. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.  

**Other information:** Deputy Chairman of the of the Oktyabrsky District Court of Minsk  

**SSID:** 20-45503 **Name:** Vouk Aliaksandr Aliaksandravich **Spelling variant:** a) ВОЎК Аляксандр Аляксандравіч (Belarusian) b) Volk Aleksandr Aleksandrovich (Russian) c) ВОЛК Алеksamдр Александровіч (Russian)  

**Sex:** M  

**DOB:** 1 Aug 1979  

**Nationality:** Belarus  

**Justification:** In his position as judge of the Sovetsky District Court of Minsk, Aliaksandr Vouk is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against peaceful protesters, in particular the sentencing of sisters Anastasia and Victoria Mirontsev, considered as political prisoners by Viasna, a Belarusian human rights organisation. Violations of rights of defence and right to a fair trial were reported during trials conducted under his supervision. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.  

**Other information:** Judge of the Sovetsky District Court of Minsk  

**SSID:** 20-45510 **Name:** Niaborskaia Volha Siarheeuna **Spelling variant:** a) НЯБОРСКАЯ Вольга Сяргееўна (Belarusian) b) Neborskaia Olga Sergeevna (Russian) c) НЕБОРСКАЯ Ольга Сергеевна (Russian)
Sex: W DOB: 14 Feb 1991 Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In her position as judge of the Oktyabrsky district court in Minsk, Volha Niaborskaya is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against peaceful protesters and journalists, in particular the sentencing of Sofia Malashevich and Tikhon Kliukach, considered as political prisoners by Viasna, a Belarussian human rights organisation. Violations of rights of defence were reported during trials conducted under her supervision. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Judge of the Oktyabrsky District Court of Minsk
Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45517 Name: Zapasnik Marina Sviataslavauna Spelling variant: a) ЗАПАСНІК Марына Святаславаўна (Belarusian) b) Zapasnik Marina Sviatoslavovna (Russian) c) ЗАПАСНИК Марина Святославовна (Russian)
Justification: In her position as Deputy Chairman and judge of the Court of the Leninsky District of Minsk, Marina Zapasnik is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against peaceful protesters, in particular the sentencing of activists Vladislav Ženevich, Olga Pavlova, Olga Klasovskaya, Viktar Barushka, Sergey Ratkevich, Aleksey Charvinskiy, Andrey Khrenkov, student Viktor Aktistov, and minor Maksim Babich. All are recognized as political prisoners by Viasna, a Belarussian human rights organisation. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Deputy Chairman of the Court of the Leninsky District of Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45525 Name: Filatau Maxim Yurevich Spelling variant: a) Філатаў Максім Юр'евіч (Belarusian) b) Filatov Maxim Yurevich (Russian) c) ФИЛАТОВ Максим Юрьевич (Russian)
Sex: M Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as the judge of Lida City Court, Maxim Filatau is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against peaceful protesters, in particular the sentencing of activist Vitold Ashurok, who is recognized as political prisoner by Viasna, a Belarussian human rights organisation. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Judge of the Lida City Court Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45531 Name: Hrushko Andrei Vatslavovich Spelling variant: a) ГРУШКО Андрэй Вацлававіч (Belarusian) b) Grushko Andrei Vatslavovich (Russian) c) ГРУШКО Андрей Вацлавович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 24 Jan 1979 Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as judge of the Leninsky District Court of Brest, Andrei Hrushko is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against peaceful protesters, in particular by sentencing activists, recognized as political prisoners, and minors. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Judge of the Leninsky District Court of Brest Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021
SSID: 20-45538 Name: Hara Dzmitry Iurevich Spelling variant: a) ГАРА Дзмiтрый Юр'евiч (Belarusian) b) Gora Dmitry Iurevich (Russian) c) ГОРА Дмитрий Юрьевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 4 May 1970 POB: Tbilisi, Georgia Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position of Deputy Prosecutor General until Mar 2021, Dzmitry Hara bears responsibility for politically motivated criminal cases against peaceful protestors, members of the opposition, journalists, civil society and regular citizens. Mr Gora was also involved in initiating of politically motivated criminal proceedings against Siarhei Tsikhanousky – opposition activist and husband of presidential candidate Svetlana Tsikhanouskaya. As the Head of the Intergovernmental Commission created by the Office of the General Prosecutor to investigate citizens' complaints about abuse of powers by law enforcement officers, Dzmitry Hara is responsible for inaction of this institution, since no case of such an investigation is known, despite applications for the initiation of criminal cases complaining about the use of violence, ill-treatment and torture. As of Mar 2021, he is the Chairman of the Investigative Committee of Belarus. In this position he is responsible for prosecuting human rights defenders and participants in peaceful protests. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition
 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45548 Name: Stuk Aliaksei Kanstantsinavich Spelling variant: a) СТУК Аляксеi Канстанцiнавiч (Belarusian) b) Stuk Alexey Konstantinovich (Russian) c) СТУК Алексей Константинович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 1959 POB: Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position of Deputy Prosecutor General, Aliaksei Stuk bears responsibility for politically motivated criminal cases against opposition, journalists, civil society and regular citizens. He is responsible for tightening the Prosecutor's Office's control of citizens' activities in localities and work places and is responsible for applying excessive legal responsibilities on participants in peaceful protests. He publicly stated that the Office of Prosecutor General would work to identify "illegal" citizen associations and suppress their activities. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.
Other information: Deputy Prosecutor General of the Republic of Belarus
 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45556 Name: Dysko Genadz Iosifavich Spelling variant: a) ДыСКО Генадзь Иосифавiч (Belarusian) b) Dysko Gennadi Iosifovich (Russian) c) ДыСКО Геннадий Иосифович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 22 Mar 1964 POB: Oshmyany, Hrodna region, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position of Deputy Prosecutor General, Genadz Dysko bears responsibility for politically motivated criminal cases against opposition, journalists, civil society and regular citizens. He was also involved in initiating of politically motivated criminal proceedings against Siarhei Tsikhanousky - opposition activist and husband of presidential candidate Svetlana Tsikhanouskaya. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.
Other information: Deputy Prosecutor General of the Republic of Belarus, State Counselor of Justice of the 3rd class
 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021
SSID: 20-45565 Name: Lyubetskaya Sviatlana Anatoleuna Spelling variant: a) ЛЮБЕЦКАЯ Святлана Анатольеўна (Belarusian) b) Lyubetskaya Svetlana Anatolevna (Russian) c) ЛЮБЕЦКАЯ Светлана Анатольевна (Russian)
Sex: W DOB: 3 Jun 1971 POB: Ukraine Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In her position as Chairperson of the Parliamentary Commission on Law, Sviatlana Lyubetskaya is responsible for the adoption of the new Code of Administrative Infringements (entered into force on 1 Mar 2021) that authorises arbitrary arrests and imposed increased liability for participation in mass events, including for display of political symbols. Through these legislative activities, she is responsible for serious violations of human rights, including the right of peaceful assembly, and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. These legislative activities also seriously undermine democracy and the rule of law in Belarus. Other information: Member of the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus, Chairperson of the Standing Commission on Law Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45573 Name: Iahorau Aliaksei Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) ЯГОРАЎ Аляксей Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian) b) Yegorov Alexei Vladimirovic (Russian) c) ЕГОРОВ Алексей Владимирович (Russian)
Justification: In his position as Deputy Chairperson of the Parliamentary Commission on Law, Aliaksei Iahorau is responsible for the adoption of the new Code of Administrative Infringements (entered into force on 1 Mar 2021) that authorises arbitrary arrests and imposed increased liability for participation in mass events, including for display of political symbols. Through these legislative activities, he is responsible for serious violations of human rights, including the right of peaceful assembly, and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. These legislative activities also seriously undermine democracy and the rule of law in Belarus. Other information: Member of the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus, Deputy Chairperson of the Standing Commission on Law Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45582 Name: Amelianiuk Aliaksandr Paulavich Spelling variant: a) АМЕЛЬЯНЮК Аляксандр Паўлавiч (Belarusian) b) Omelyanyuk Aleksandr Pavlovich (Russian) c) ОМЕЛЬЯНЮК Александр Павлович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 6 Mar 1964 POB: Kobrin, Brest Region, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as Deputy Chairperson of the Parliamentary Commission on Law, Aliaksandr Amelianiuk is responsible for the adoption of the new Code of Administrative Infringements (entered into force on 1 Mar 2021) that authorises arbitrary arrests and imposed increased liability for participation in mass events, including display of political symbols. Through these legislative activities, he is responsible for serious violations of human rights, including the right to peaceful assembly, and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. These legislative activities also seriously undermine democracy and the rule of law in Belarus. Other information: Member of the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus, Deputy Chairperson of the Standing Commission on Law Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45591 Name: Mukavozchyk Andrei Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) МУКАВОЗЧЫК Андрэй Мiĸалаевiч (Belarusian) b) Mukovozchyk Andrei Nikolaevich (Russian) c) МУКОВОЗЧИК Андрей Николаевич (Russian)

Justification: Andrei Mukavozchyk is one of the main propagandists of the Lukashenka regime publishing in "Belarus Today", the official newspaper of the Presidential Administration. In his articles, democratic opposition and civil society are systematically highlighted in a negative and derogatory way, using falsified information. He is one of the main sources of state propaganda, which supports and justifies the repression of the democratic opposition and of civil society. In May 2020, Mukavozchyk became a recipient of the "Golden Pen" award from a pro-governmental organization Belarusian Union of Journalists. In Dec 2020, he received the prize "Golden Letter", handed over by representatives of the Belarussian Ministry of Information. In Jan 2021, Lukashenka signed a decree awarding Mukavozchyk a medal "For labour merits". He is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime.  

Other information: a) Political observer of "Belarus Today" ("Sovetskaia Belarus - Belarus Segodnya") b) Passport number: MP 3413113 and MP 2387911  

Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45600  Name: Gusachenka Siarhei Aliaksandравich  Spelling variant: a) ГУСАЧЭНКА Сяргей Аляксандравiч (Belarusian) b) Gusachenko Sergey Alexandrovich (Russian) c) ГУСАЧЕНКО Сергей Александрович (Russian)

Sex: M  DOB: 5 Nov 1983  POB: Minsk, Belarus  Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as the Deputy Chair of Belteleradio Company (the National State Television and Radio Company), author and host of weekly propaganda television show "Glavnyy efir", Siarhei Gusachenka has been willingly providing the Belarusian public with false information about the outcome of elections, protests, repressions perpetrated by the state authorities and activities of the Lukashenka regime that facilitate illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union. He is directly responsible for the way in which the state television presents information about the situation in the country, thus lending support to the authorities including Lukashenka. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime.  

Other information: a) Deputy Chair of the National State Television and Radio Company (Belteleradio Company) b) Tel. (office): +375 (17) 369-90-15  

Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-45609  Name: Davydzka Genadz Branislavavich  Spelling variant: a) ДАВЫДЗЬКА Генадзь Бранiслававiч (Belarusian) b) Davydko Gennadi Bronislavovich (Russian) c) ДАВЫДЬКО Геннадий Брониславович (Russian)

Sex: M  DOB: 29 Sep 1955  POB: Popovka village, Senno/Sjanno, Vitebsk Region, Belarus  Nationality: Belarus

Justification: As the Chairman of Belaya Rus, a major pro-Lukashenka organization, Genadz Davydzka is one of the main propagandists of the regime. In his support for Lukashenka, he frequently used inflammatory language, and encouraged the violence of the state apparatus against peaceful protesters. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime.  

Other information: a) Member of the Chamber of Representatives, Chair of the Committee on Human Rights and Media b) Chair of the Belarusian political organisation Belaya Rus  

Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45621  Name: Chamadanava Volha Mikalaeuna  Spelling variant: a) ЧАМАДАНАВА Вольга Мiĸалaeўна (Belarusian) b) Chemodanova Olga Nikolaevna (Russian) c) ЧЕМОДАНОВА Ольга Ниĸолаевна (Russian)

Sex: W  DOB: 13 Oct 1977  POB: Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus  Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In her former position as the main media person of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Belarus, Volha Chamadanava played a key role in distorting and deflecting the facts regarding violence against protesters, as well as in spreading false information about them. She threatened peaceful protesters and continuously justified violence against them. Since she has been a part of the security apparatus and has spoken on its behalf, she is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime. She remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the Head of the Main Directorate for Ideology and Youth of the Minsk City Executive Committee. Other information: a) Former Press Secretary of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Belarus; Head of the Main Directorate for Ideology and Youth of the Minsk City Executive Committee b) Rank: Colonel c) Passport: MC1405076 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-45631 Name: Skryba Siarhei Ivanavich Spelling variant: a) СКРЫБА Сяргей Іванавіч (Belarusian) b) Skriba Sergei Ivanovich (Russian) c) СКРИБА Сергей Иванович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: a) 21 Nov 1964 b) 21 Nov 1965 POB: Kletsk, Minsk Region, Belarus Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as Vice Chancellor of the Belarusian State Economic University (BSEU) for educational work, Siarhei Skryba is responsible for sanctions taken against students for their participation in peaceful protests, including their expulsion from university. Some of these sanctions were taken following Lukashenka's call on 27 Oct 2020 for expelling from universities students taking part in protests and strikes. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and is supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Vice Chancellor of the Belarusian State Economic University for Educational Work b) e-mail: skriba_s@bseu.by Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45642 Name: Rubnikovich Siarhei Piatrovich Spelling variant: a) РУБНІКОВІЧ Сяргей Пятроўіч (Belarusian) b) Rubnikovich Sergei Petrovich (Russian) c) РУБНИКОВИЧ Сергей Петрович (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 1974 POB: Sharkauschyna, Vitebsk Region (Viciebsk Oblast), Belarus Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as the Rector of the Belarusian State Medical University, whose appointment was approved by Alexander Lukashenka, Siarhei Rubnikovich is responsible for the decision of University administration to expel students for taking part in peaceful protests. The expulsion orders were taken following Lukashenka's call on 27 Oct 2020 for expelling from universities students taking part in protests and strikes. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and is supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Rector of the Belarusian State Medical University Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45651 Name: Bakhanovich Aliaksandr Henadzevich Spelling variant: a) БАХАНОВІЧ Аляксаўндр Генадзевіч (Belarusian) b) Bakhanovich Aleksandr Gennadevich (Russian) c) БАХАНОВІЧ Алексаңдр Геннадьевіч (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 1972 Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as the Rector of the Brest State Technical University, whose appointment was approved by Alexander Lukashenka, Aliaksandr Bakhanovich is responsible for the decision of University administration to expel students for taking part in peaceful protests. The expulsion orders were taken following Lukashenka's call on 27 Oct 2020 for expelling from universities students taking part in protests and strikes. Bakhanovich
is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and is supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Rector of the Brest State Technical University Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45658  Name: Barazna Mikhail Ryhoravich Spelling variant: a) БАРАЗНА Мiхаiл Рyгpopавич (Belarusian) b) Borozna Mikhail Grigorevich (Russian) c) БОРОЗНА Михаил Григорьевич (Russian)  
Sex: M  DOB: 20 Nov 1962  POB: Rakusheva, Mahileu Region (Mogiliev Oblast), Belarus  
Nationality: Belarus  
Justification: In his position as the Rector of the Belarusian State Academy of Arts (BSAA), Mikhail Barazna is responsible for the decision of University administration to expel students for taking part in peaceful protests. The expulsion orders were taken following Lukashenka's call on 27 Oct 2020 for expelling from universities students taking part in protests and strikes. Mikhail Barazna is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and is supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Rector of the Belarusian State Academy of Arts (BSAA) Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45667  Name: Ryzhankou Maxim Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) РЫЖАНКОЎ Максiм Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian) b) Ryzhenkov Maxim Vladimirovich (Russian) c) РЫЖЕНКОВ Максим Владимирович (Russian)  
Sex: M  DOB: 19 Jun 1972  POB: Minsk, Belarus  
Nationality: Belarus  
Justification: In his position as the First Deputy Head of the Presidential Administration, Maxim Ryzhankou is closely associated with the President and responsible for ensuring the implementation of presidential powers in the field of domestic and foreign policy. For over 20 years of his career in the civil service of Belarus he has held a number of posts, including in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and various embassies. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: First Deputy Head of the Presidential Administration Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45675  Name: Lukashenka Dzmitry Aliaksandравich Spelling variant: a) ЛУКАШЭНКА Дзмiтрый Аляксандравiч (Belarusian) b) Lukashenko Dmitry Aleksandrovich (Russian) c) ЛУКАШЕНКО Дмитрий Александрович (Russian)  
Sex: M  DOB: 23 Mar 1980  POB: Mogilev, Belarus  
Nationality: Belarus  
Justification: Dzmitry Lukashenka is Aliaksandr Lukashenka's son and a businessman. He has been the chairman of the State-Public Association “Presidential Sport’s Club” since 2005 and in 2020 he has been re-elected to this post. Through this entity, he conducts business and controls a number of enterprises. He was present on Aliaksandr Lukashenka's secret inauguration in Sep 2020. He is therefore benefiting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Businessman, chairman of President’s Sport Club Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45682  Name: Lukashenka Liliya Valereuna Spelling variant: a) ЛУКАШЭНКА Лiлiя Валер'еўна (Belarusian) b) Lukashenko Liliya Valerevna (Russian) c) ЛУКАШЕНКО Лилия Валерьевна (Russian)  
Sex: W  DOB: 29 Oct 1979  Good quality a.k.a.: Siamashka Liliya Valereuna (СЯМАШКА Лiлiя Валер'еўна, Semashko Liliya Valerevna, СЕМАШКО Лилия Валерьевна)  
Nationality: Belarus  
Justification: Liliya Lukashenka is the wife of Viktar Lukashenka and daughter-in-law of Aliaksandr Lukashenka. She has been closely connected with a number of high-profile
companies which have benefitted from the Lukashenka regime, including Dana Holdings / Dana Astra and Belkhudozhpromysly concern. She was present, alongside her husband Viktar Lukashenka, on Aliaksandr Lukashenka's secret inauguration in September 2020. She is currently the director of the art gallery “Art Chaos”. Her business activities are promoted by regime-affiliated media. She is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** a) Businesswoman, director of an art gallery b) Personal ID: 4291079A047PB1 **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID: 20-45691 Name:** Ivankovich Valeri Valerevich **Spelling variant:** a) ІВАНКОВИЧ Валерый Валер'евич (Belarusian) b) Ivankovich Valery Valerevich (Russian) c) ИВАНКОВИЧ Валерий Валерьевич (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 1971 **POB:** Novopolotsk, Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus **Justification:** In his position as the General Director of OJSC “MAZ”, Valeri Ivankovich bears responsibility for the detention of MAZ workers within MAZ premises by security forces, and for firing MAZ employees who were participating in peaceful protests against the regime. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society. He was appointed by Lukashenka as a member of the commission tasked to draft amendments to the Belarus constitution. He therefore supports the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** General Director of OJSC "MAZ" **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID: 20-45700 Name:** Shatrou Aliaksandr Yauhenavich **Spelling variant:** a) ШАТРОЎ Аляксандр Яўгенавіч (Belarusian) b) Shatrov Alexander Evgenevich (Russian) c) Shatrov Alexandr Evgenevich (Russian) d) ШАТРОВ Александр Евгеньевич (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 9 Nov 1978 **POB:** Russian Federation **Nationality:** a) Russian Federation b) Belarus **Justification:** In his position as the former head and former majority shareholder of Synesis LLC, Alexander Shatrov was responsible for that company's decision to provide Belarusian authorities with a surveillance platform, Kipod, which can search through and analyse video footage and employ facial recognition software. He is therefore contributing to the repression of civil society and democratic opposition by the state apparatus. Synesis LLC and its subsidiary Panoptes benefit from their participation in the Republican Safety Monitoring System. Other companies which have been owned or co-owned by Shatrov, such as BelBet and Synesis Sport, also benefit from government contracts. He made public statements in which he criticised those protesting against the Lukashenka regime and put into perspective the lack of democracy in Belarus. He therefore benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime. He remains a shareholder of Synesis LLC. **Other information:** a) Businessman, shareholder and former head of Synesis LLC b) Personal ID: 3091178A002VF5 **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID: 20-45708 Name:** Tsiatseryn Siarhei Siamionavich **Spelling variant:** a) ЦЯЦЕРЫН Сяргей Сямёнавіч (Belarusian) b) Teterin Sergei Semionovich (Russian) c) ТЕТЕРИН Сергей Семёнович (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 7 Jan 1961 **POB:** Minsk, Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus **Justification:** Siarhei Tsiatseryn is one of the leading businessmen operating in Belarus, with business interests in the distribution of alcohol drinks (through his company BelGlobalStart), food products and furniture. He belongs to Lukashenka's inner circle. In 2019, BelGlobalStart was granted an opportunity to start the construction of a multi-functional business centre in front of the presidential palace in Minsk. He co-owns the
company VIBEL, which sells commercials on a number of Belarusian national TV channels. He was the chairman of the Belarusian Tennis Federation and Lukashenka’s former aide for sports matters. Other information: Businessman, owner of BelGlobalStart, co-owner of VIBEL, former Chairman of the Belarusian Tennis Federation Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-45716 Name: Gutseriev Mikhail Safarbekovich Spelling variant: a) ГУЦЕРИЕВ Михаил Сафарбекович (Russian) b) ГУЦЕРИЕВ Михаил Сафарбекович (Russian) Sex: М DOB: 9 May 1958 POB: Akmolinsk, Kazakhstan Nationality: Russian Federation Justification: Mikhail Gutseriev is a prominent Russian businessman, with business interests in Belarus in the sectors of energy, potash, hospitality and others. He is a long-time acquaintance of Aliaksandr Lukashenka and thanks to that association has accumulated significant wealth and influence among the political elite in Belarus. Safmar, a company which has been controlled by Gutseriev, was the only Russian oil firm that carried on supplying oil to Belarusian refineries during the energy crisis between Belarus and Russia in early 2020. Gutseriev also supported Lukashenka in disputes with Russia over oil deliveries. Gutseriev has been the chairman of the board of directors of, and a shareholder in, the Slavkali company, which is building the Nezhinsky potassium chloride mining and processing plant based on the Starobinsky potash salt deposit near Lyuban. It is the largest investment in Belarus, worth USD 2 billion. Lukashenka promised to rename the town of Lyuban “Gutserievsk” in his honour. His other businesses in Belarus have included fuelling stations and oil depots, a hotel, a business centre and an airport terminal in Minsk. Lukashenka came to Gutseriev’s defence after a criminal investigation was initiated against him in Russia. Lukashenka also thanked Gutseriev for his financial contributions to charity and investments worth billions of dollars in Belarus. Gutseriev is reported to have gifted Lukashenka luxurious presents. Gutseriev also declared himself to be the owner of a residency which de facto belongs to Lukashenka, thus covering him up when journalists started to investigate Lukashenka’s assets. Gutseriev attended Lukashenka’s secret inauguration on 23 September 2020. In October 2020 Lukashenka and Gutseriev both appeared at the opening of an orthodox church, which the latter sponsored. According to media reports, when the striking employees of Belarusian state-owned media were fired in August 2020, Russian media workers were flown to Belarus on board aircraft belonging to Gutseriev in order to replace the fired workers, and lodged in the Minsk Renaissance Hotel belonging to Gutseriev. Gutseriev assisted with the acquisition of CT scanners for Belarus during the COVID-19 crisis. Mikhail Gutseriev is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Businessman, shareholder and chairman of the board of executives of Safmar and Slavkali companies Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-45725 Name: Aleksin Aliaksey Ivanavich Spelling variant: a) АЛЕКСІН Аляксе Іванавіч (Belarusian) b) Oleksin Alexei Ivanovich (Russian) c) ОЛЕКСИН Алексей Иванович (Russian) Sex: М Nationality: Belarus Justification: Aliaksei Aleksin is one of the leading businessmen in Belarus, with business interests in the sectors of oil and energy, real estate, development, logistics, tobacco, retail, finance and others. He enjoys a close relationship with Aliaksandr Lukashenka and his son and former National Security Advisor Viktar Lukashenka. He is active in the biker movement in Belarus, a hobby he shares with Viktar Lukashenka. His company owns property in
“Alexandria 2” (Mogilev region), commonly called “presidential residence”, where Aliaksandr Lukashenka is a frequent visitor. He is the co-owner of “Bremino Group” – the initiator and co-administrator of the Bremino-Orsha special economic zone project, created by a presidential decree signed by Aliaksandr Lukashenka. The company has received state support for developing the Bremino-Orsha zone, as well as a number of financial and tax advantages and other benefits. Alekin and other owners of Bremino Group received support from Viktar Lukashenka. Companies “Inter Tobacco” and “Energo-Oil”, which belong to Alekin and members of his close family, were given exclusive privileges to import tobacco products to Belarus, based on a decree signed by Aliaksandr Lukashenka, and received state support for the creation of Tabakierka kiosks. He was allegedly involved in the establishment of the first government-approved private military company in Belarus “GardServis”, with reported links to the Belarussian security apparatus. He is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Businessman, Co-owner of Bremino Group

SSID: 20-45731 Name: Zaitsau Aliaksandr Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) ЗАЙЦАЎ Аляксандр Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian) b) Zaitsev Alexander Nikolaevich (Russian) c) Zaitsev Alexandr Nikolaevich (Russian) d) ЗАЙЦЕВ Александр Николаевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 22 Nov 1976 POB: Ruzhany, Brest Region (Brest Oblast), Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: Aliaksandr Zaitsau is the former assistant of Viktar Lukashenka, son of and former Adviser on National Security to Aliaksandr Lukashenka. Through access to the Lukashenka family, Zaitsau obtains lucrative contracts for his businesses. He has had close ties with the Sohra Group that is granted the right to export state-owned enterprises’ production (tractors and trucks) to the Gulf and African countries. He is also the co-owner and chairman of the Council of participants of Bremino Group. The company has received state support for developing the Bremino-Orsha zone, as well as a number of financial and tax advantages and other benefits. Zaitsau and other owners of Bremino Group received support from Viktar Lukashenka. He therefore benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Businessman, co-owner of Bremino Group and Sohra Group

 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45741 Name: Myslitski Ivan Branislavavich Spelling variant: a) МЫСЛИЦКИ Іван Бранiслававiч (Belarusian) b) Myslitskiy Ivan Bronislavovich (Russian) c) МЫСЛИЦКИЙ Иван Брониславович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 23 Oct 1976 Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as First Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs that has authority over detention facilities, Ivan Myslitski is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in those detention facilities in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in line with the address of Lukashenka to officers of the Interior Ministry. In his position, he bears responsibility for detention conditions in Belarussian prisons, including the categorisation of prisoners corresponding to different kinds of ill-treatment and torture the detainees are subject to, such as verbal abuse, punitive isolation, deprivation of calls and visits, mutilation, beatings and brutal torture. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: First Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department Of the Ministry of Internal Affairs

 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021
SSID: 20-45748 Name: Beliakou Aleh Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) БЕЛЯКОЎ Алег Мікалаеўіч (Belarusian) b) Beliakov Oleg Nikolaevich (Russian) c) БЕЛЯКОВ Олег Николаевич (Russian)

Sex: M Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs that has authority over detention facilities, Aleh Beliakou is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in those detention facilities in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in line with the address of Lukashenka to officers of the Interior Ministry. In his position, he bears responsibility for detention conditions in Belarusian prisons, including the categorisation of prisoners corresponding to different kinds of ill-treatment and torture the detainees are subject to, such as verbal abuse, punitive isolation, deprivation of calls and visits, mutilation, beatings and brutal torture. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45754 Name: Mandryk Uladzislau Aliakseevich Spelling variant: a) МАНДРЫК Уладзiслаў Аляксеевiч (Belarusian) b) Mandrik Vladislav Alekseevich (Russian) c) МАНДРИК Владислав Алексеевич (Russian)

Sex: M DOB: 4 Jul 1971 Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs that has authority over detention facilities, Uladzislau Mandryk is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in those detention facilities in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in line with the address of Lukashenka to officers of the Interior Ministry. In his position, he bears responsibility for detention conditions in Belarusian prisons, including the categorization of prisoners, corresponding to different kinds of ill-treatment and torture the detainees are subject to, such as verbal abuse, punitive isolation, deprivation of calls and visits, mutilation, beatings and brutal torture. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs b) National ID: 3040771A125PB2; Passport: MP3810311 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45762 Name: Dailida Andrei Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) ДАЙЛІДА Андэй Мікалаеўіч (Belarusian) b) Dailida Andrei Nikolaevich (Russian) c) ДАЙЛИДА Андрей Николаевич (Russian)

Sex: M DOB: 1 Jul 1974 Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs that has authority over detention facilities, Andrei Dailida is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in those detention facilities in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in line with the address of Lukashenka to officers of the Interior Ministry. In his position, he bears responsibility for detention conditions in Belarusian prisons, including the categorization of prisoners, corresponding to different kinds of ill-treatment and torture the detainees are subject to, such as verbal abuse, punitive isolation, deprivation of calls and visits, mutilation, beatings and brutal torture. For his work
as Deputy head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, he received, in December 2020, the Presidential Order for service to the Motherland and has therefore benefitted from the Lukashenka regime. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. 

Other information: a) Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs b) Passport: KH2133825 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45770 Name: Lashchynouski Aleh Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) ЛАШЧЫНОЎСКI Алег Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian) b) Lashchynovskii Oleg Nikolaevich (Russian) c) ЛАЩИНОВСКИЙ Олег Николаевич (Russian) 
Sex: M DOB: 12 May 1963 Nationality: Belarus 
Justification: In his former position as Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department that has authority over detention facilities of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Aleh Lashchynouski is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in those detention facilities in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in line with the address of Lukashenka to officers of the Interior Ministry. In his former position, he bears responsibility for conditions in Belarusian prisons and the repressive measures taken there, including the categorisation of prisoners corresponding to different kinds of ill-treatment and torture the detainees are subject to, such as verbal abuse, punitive isolation, deprivation of calls and visits, mutilation, beatings and brutal torture. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Former Deputy Head of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45777 Name: Baturytskaia Zhana Uladzimirauna Spelling variant: a) БАТУРЫЦКАЯ Жана Уладзiмiраўна (Belarusian) b) Baturitskaya Zhanna Vladimirovna (Russian) c) БАТУРИЦКАЯ Жанна Владимировна (Russian) 
Sex: W DOB: 20 Apr 1972 Nationality: Belarus 
Justification: In her position as Head of the Directorate of Sentence Enforcement of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs that has authority over detention facilities, Zhana Baturitskaia is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in those detention facilities in the wake of the 2020 presidential election, in line with the address of Lukashenka to officers of the Interior Ministry. In her position, she bears responsibility for detention conditions in Belarusian prisons, including the categorisation of prisoners corresponding to different kind of ill-treatment and torture the detainees are subject to, such as verbal abuse, punitive isolation, deprivation of calls and visits, mutilation, beatings, brutal torture. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Head of the Directorate of Sentence Enforcement of the Penal Correction Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45784 Name: Strebkou Dzmitry Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) СТРЭБКОЎ Дзмiтрый Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian) b) Strebkov Dmitry Nikolaevich (Russian) c) СТРЕБКОВ Дмитрий Николаевич (Russian) 
Sex: M DOB: 19 Mar 1977 Nationality: Belarus 
Justification: In his position as Head of the Prison No. 8 in Zhodino, Dzmitry Strebkou is responsible for the appalling conditions in the detention centre and for the inhumane and
degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in this detention facility, including in its temporary detention centre, in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of the Prison No. 8 in Zhodino **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45791  **Name:** Shapetska Yauhen Andreiievich  **Spelling variant:** а) ШАПЕЦЬКА Яўген Андрэевiч (Belarusian) б) Shapetko Evgeniy Andreieovich (Russian) с) ШАПЕТЬКО Евгений Андреевич (Russian)

**Sex:** М  **DOB:** 30 Mar 1989  **POB:** Minsk, Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as the Head of the Akrestina Isolation Centre for Offenders, Yauhen Shapetska is responsible for appalling conditions in the isolation centre and for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and were detained in this detention facility in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of Akrestina isolation centre for offenders **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45799  **Name:** Keniukh Ihar Ryhoravich  **Spelling variant:** а) КЕНЮХ Ігар Рыгоравiч (Belarusian) б) Keniukh Igor Grigorevich (Russian) с) КЕНЮХ Игорь Григорьевич (Russian)

**Sex:** М  **DOB:** 21 Jan 1980  **POB:** Gomel Region (Gomel Oblast), Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as the Head of the Akrestina Temporary Detention Centre, Ihar Keniukh is responsible for appalling conditions and for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including beatings and torture, inflicted on citizens detained in this detention facility in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. He exerted pressure on medical staff to remove doctors who sympathize with protesters. According to the testimony of multiple women included in the report of the Centre for Promotion of Women’s Rights, "Her Rights," the most inhumane treatment took place in the detention centre at Akrestina in Minsk, where the OMON policemen were especially cruel and used torture. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of Akrestina Temporary Detention Centre  **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45808  **Name:** Dryl Hleb Uladzimiravich  **Spelling variant:** а) ДРЫЛЬ Глеб Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian) б) Dril Gleb Vladimirovich (Russian) с) ДРИЛЬ Глеб Владимирович (Russian)

**Sex:** М  **DOB:** 12 May 1980  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Head of the Temporary Detention Centre, Hleb Dryl is responsible for the appalling conditions and for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including beatings and torture, inflicted on citizens detained in this detention facility in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. According to witness testimonies, some of the women detained on 9-12 Aug 2020 were heavily beaten in the detention centres. According to the testimony of multiple women, included in the report of the Centre for Promotion of Women’s Rights "Her Rights", the most inhumane treatment took place in the detention centre at Akrestina in Minsk, where the OMON policemen were especially cruel and used torture. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for the repression
of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Deputy Head of the Akrestina Temporary Detention Centre **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45815 **Name:** Lapyr Uladzimir Iosifavich **Spelling variant:** a) ЛАПЫР Уладзімір Іосіфавіч (Belarusian) b) Lapyr Vladimir Yosifovich (Russian) c) ЛАПЫРЬ Владимир Йосифович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 21 Aug 1977 **Nationality:** Belarus  
**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Head of the Akrestina Temporary Detention Centre, Uladzimir Lapyr is responsible for appalling conditions and for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including beatings and torture, inflicted on citizens detained in this detention facility in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. According to the testimony of multiple women included in the report of the Centre for Promotion of Women’s Rights, “Her Rights,” the most inhumane treatment took place in the detention centre at Akrestina in Minsk, where the OMON policemen were especially cruel and used torture. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Deputy Head of the Akrestina Temporary Detention Centre **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45822 **Name:** Vasiliuk Aliaksandr Uladzimiravich **Spelling variant:** a) ВАСIЛЮК Аляксандр Уладзiмарвiч (Belarusian) b) Vasiliuk Alexander Vladimirovich (Russian) c) Василюк Александр Владимирович (Russian) d) ВАСИЛЮК Александр Владимирович (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 8 May 1975 **Nationality:** Belarus  
**Justification:** In his position as Head of the Investigation team of the Investigative Committee of Belarus, Aliaksandr Vasiliuk is responsible for politically-motivated prosecutions and detention, in particular of the opposition Coordination Council members, including Belarusian opposition leader Mariya Kalesnikava who is considered a political prisoner by human rights organisations. He is also responsible for the detention of several opposition media representatives. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of the Investigation team of the Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45829 **Name:** Arkhireeu Yauhen Anatolevich **Spelling variant:** a) АРХIРЭЕЎ Яўген Анатольевiч (Belarusian) b) Arkhireev Evgeniy Anatolevich (Russian) c) АРХИРЕЕВ Евгений Анатольевич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 1 Jul 1977 **Nationality:** Belarus  
**Justification:** In his position as the Head of the Main Investigative Department of the Investigative Committee of Belarus, Yauhen Arkhireeu is responsible for initiating and investigating politically-motivated criminal proceedings, in particular of the opposition Coordination Council members and other protesters. Such investigations are aimed at intimidating protesters, as well as criminalizing the participation in peaceful protests. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of the Main Investigation Department, Central Office of Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45836 **Name:** Kauryzhkin Aliaksei Iharavich **Spelling variant:** a) КАЎРЫЖКIН Аляĸсей Игаравiч (Belarusian) b) Kovryzhkin Alexey Igorovich (Russian) c) КОВРИЖКИН Алексей Игоревич (Russian)  
**Sex:** M **DOB:** 3 Nov 1981 **POB:** Bobruisk, Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus
**Justification:** In his position as the Head of the Investigation Team of the Investigative Committee of Belarus, Aliaksei Kauryzhkin is responsible for politically motivated prosecutions and detention, in particular of members of Viktar Babarika's presidential campaign team and of Coordination Council members, including lawyer Maxim Znak who is considered a political prisoner by human rights organisations. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of Investigation Team, Main Investigation Department, Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45845 **Name:** Ahafonau Aliaksandr Dzmitryevich **Spelling variant:** a) АГАФОНАЎ Аляксандр Дзмятрыевiч (Belarusian) b) Agafonov Alexander Dmitrievich (Russian) c) Agafonov Alexandr Dmitrievich (Russian) d) АГАФОНОВ Александр Дмитриевич (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 13 Mar 1982 **Nationality:** Belarus

In his position as the First Deputy Head of the Main Investigation Department of the Investigative Committee of Belarus, Aliaksandr Ahafonau is responsible for politically motivated prosecutions and arrests of the presidential candidate Siarhei Tsikhanousky – opposition activist and husband of presidential candidate Svetlana Tsikhanouskaya. and other political activists, including Mikalai Statkevich and Dzmitry Kazlou. Siarhei Tsikhanousky, Dzmitry Kazlou, and Mikalai Statkevich are recognised as political prisoners by Viasna, a Belarusian human rights organisation. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** First Deputy Head of the Main Investigation Department, Investigative Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45852 **Name:** Bychak Kanstantsin Fiodaravich **Spelling variant:** a) БЫЧАК Канстанцiн Фёдаравiч (Belarusian) b) Bychek Konstantin Fedorovich (Russian) c) БЫЧЕК Константин Фёдорович (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 20 Sep 1985 **Nationality:** Belarus

In his position as Head of Division of the KGB Investigation Department, Kanstantin Bychak has supervised politically motivated investigation of presidential candidate Viktar Babarika. Babarika’s candidacy was rejected by the Central Election Commission. This decision was based on a report from the KGB and official TV statements of Bychak declaring Babarika guilty of money laundering while investigations were still ongoing. On Oct 26, 2020, Bychak threatened peaceful protestors on the governmental TV by stating that their actions would be classified as acts of terrorism. He is therefore responsible for the repression of the democratic opposition and civil society. **Other information:** Head of Division of the KGB Investigation Department **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45859 **Name:** Bakach Andrei Siarheevich **Spelling variant:** a) БАКАЧ Андрэй Сяргеевiч (Belarusian) b) Bakach Andrei Sergeevich (Russian) c) БАКАЧ Андрей Сергеевич (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 19 Nov 1983 **POB:** Minsk, Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus

In his former position as Head of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Pervomaysky District Administration in Minsk, Andrei Bakach was responsible for the actions of police forces belonging to that police precinct and for the actions occurring in the police station. During his time as Head, peaceful protesters in Minsk were subjected to cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment inside the police station under his control. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and
democratic opposition. He remains active in the Lukashenka regime as the First Deputy Head of the Internal Affairs Directorate of the Grodno/Hrodna Regional Executive Committee. Other information: Former Head of the Pervomaysky District Police Department of Minsk; First Deputy Head of the Internal Affairs Directorate of the Grodno/Hrodna Regional Executive Committee Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-45867 Name: Palulekh Aliaksandr Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) ПАЛУЛЕХ Александр Уладзіміравіч (Belarusian) b) Polulekh Aleksandr Vladimirovich (Russian) c) ПОЛУЛЕХ Александр Владимирович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 25 Jun 1979 POB: Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as the Head of the Internal Affairs Directorate of the Frunzensky District Administration of Minsk, Aliaksandr Palulekh is responsible for the repression led by the police forces in this district against peaceful protesters in the wake of the 2020 presidential elections, in particular with ill-treatment, including torture, of peaceful protesters who were detained inside the police station under his control. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Head of the Frunzensky District Police Department of Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45875 Name: Zakhvitsevich Aliaksandr Aliaksandravich Spelling variant: a) ЗАХВІЦЭВІЧ Аляксандр Аляксандравіч (Belarusian) b) Zakhvitsevich Aleksandr Alekseyevich (Russian) c) ЗАХВИЦЕВИЧ Александр Александрович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 1 Jan 1977 POB: Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as the Deputy Head of the Frunzensky District Police Department of Minsk Zakhvitsevich supervises public security police and is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained in the Frunzensky District in the wake of the 2020 presidential election and for the general brutal crackdown on peaceful protesters in this district. Officers under Zakhvitsevich's supervision used torture against detainees. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Deputy Head of the Frunzensky District Police Department of Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45882 Name: Ushakou Siarhei Uladzimiravich Spelling variant: a) УШАКОЎ Сяргей Уладзіміравіч (Belarusian) b) Ushakov Sergei Vladimirovich (Russian) c) УШАКОВ Сергей Владимирович (Russian)
Justification: In his position as the Deputy Head of the Frunzensky District Police Department of Minsk supervising criminal police, Siarhei Ushakou is responsible for actions of his subordinates, especially inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained in the Frunzensky District in the wake of the 2020 presidential election and for the general brutal crackdown on peaceful protesters. Officers under Ushakou’s direct supervision used torture against detainees. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Deputy Head of the Frunzensky District Police Department of Minsk Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021
SSID: 20-45890  Name: Artsiomenga Siarhei Piatrovich  Spelling variant: a) АРЦЁМЕНКА Сяргей Пятровiч (Belarusian) b) Artemenko Sergei Petrovich (Russian) c) Artiomenko Sergei Petrovich (Russian) d) АРТЁМЕНКО Сергей Петрович (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 26 Mar 1973  Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as the Deputy Head of the Pervomaisky Police District in Minsk, supervising public security police, Siarhei Artemenko is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted by his subordinates on citizens detained at the Pervomaisky District Police Department of Minsk that occurred in the wake of the 2020 presidential election and for the general brutal crackdown on peaceful protesters. One example is the mistreatment of Maxim Haroshin, a floral shop owner, who was arrested after he gave flowers to the participants of the Women’s March on 13 Oct 2020. Artemenko exerted pressure on citizens not to participate in peaceful demonstrations. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Deputy Head of the Pervomaisky Police District in Minsk  Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45897  Name: Rydzetski Aliaksandr Mikhailavich  Spelling variant: a) РЫДЗЕЦКI Аляксандр Мiхайлавiч (Belarusian) b) Ridetskiy Aleksandr Mikhailovich (Russian) c) РИДЕЦКИЙ Александр Михайлович (Russian)
Justification: In his former position as the Head of the Oktyabrsky District Police Department of Minsk, Aliandsandr Rydzetski was responsible for the inhuman and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted by his subordinates on citizens detained in that district in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Former Head of the Oktyabrsky District Police Department of Minsk, Head of the Directorate of internal security of the State Forensic Examination Committee  Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45904  Name: Burdziuk Dzmitry Iauhenevich  Spelling variant: a) БУРДЗЮК Дзмiтрый Яўгеньевiч (Belarusian) b) Burdiuk Dmitry Evgenevich (Russian) c) БУРДЮК Дмитрий Евгеньевич (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 31 Jan 1980  POB: Brest Region, Belarus  Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his former position as Head of the Partizanski District Police Department of Minsk, Dzmitry Burdziuk was responsible for overseeing the severe beatings and torture of peaceful protesters and bystanders in that district in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. In Dec 2020 he was appointed Head of the Oktyabrsky District Police Department. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Head of the Oktyabrsky District Police Department, Former Head of the Partizanski District Police Department of Minsk  b) Personal identification: 3310180С009PB7  c) Passport number: MP3567896  Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-45915  Name: Kapilevich Vital Vitalevich  Spelling variant: a) КАПIЛЕВIЧ Вiталь Вiтальевiч (Belarusian) b) Kapilevich Vitaliy Vitalevich (Russian) c) КАПИЛЕВИЧ Виталий Витальевич (Russian)
Sex: M  DOB: 26 Nov 1988  Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as the Head of the Leninsky District Police Department of Minsk, Vital Kapilevich is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including
torture, inflicted on citizens detained at the Leninsky District Police Department. The detainees were denied medical help; paramedics who arrived at the Department were intimidated to prevent the provision of medical assistance to the detainees. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society. **Other information:** Head of the Leninsky District Police Department of Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45922 **Name:** Kislou Kiryl Stanislavavich **Spelling variant:** a) КІСЛОЎ Кірыл Станіслававіч (Belarusian) b) Kislov Kirill Stanislavovich (Russian) c) КИСЛОВ Кирилл Станиславович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 2 Jan 1979 **POB:** Minsk, Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Head of the Zavodsky District Police Department of Minsk, Kiryl Kislou is responsible for inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained at the premises of this police station. He is also responsible for mass repressions against peaceful protesters, journalists, human rights activists, workers, representatives of the academic community and bystanders, inflicted by his subordinates. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society. **Other information:** Head of the Zavodsky District Police Department of Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45930 **Name:** Vareika Siarhei Aliaksandravich **Spelling variant:** a) ВАРЭЙКА Сяргей Аляĸсандравіч (Belarusian) b) Vareiko Sergey Aleksandrovich (Russian) c) ВАРЕЙКО Сергей Александрович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 1 Feb 1980 **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his former position as Deputy Head of the Zavodsky District Police Department of Minsk, Siarhei Vareika is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained on the premises of the Zavodsky District Police Department in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. He is also responsible for the actions of his subordinates, who took part in mass repressions against peaceful protesters, journalists, human rights activists, workers, representatives of the academic community and bystanders. On 21 Dec 2020 he was appointed Head of Moskovsky District Police Department of Minsk. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society. **Other information:** Head of Moskovsky District Police Department of Minsk, former Deputy Head of the Zavodsky District Police Department of Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45937 **Name:** Dubavik Siarhei Feliksavich **Spelling variant:** a) ДУБАВIК Сяргей Фелiĸсавiч (Belarusian) b) Dubovik Sergey Feliksovičh (Russian) c) ДУБОВИК Сергей Феликсович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 1 Feb 1974 **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Head of the Leninsky District Police Department, Siarhei Dubavik is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained on the premises of the Leninsky District Police Department in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. The detainees were denied medical help; paramedics who arrived at the Department were intimidated to prevent the provision of medical assistance to the detainees. He is also responsible for the actions of his subordinates, who took part in mass repressions against peaceful protesters, journalists, human rights activists, workers, representatives of the academic community and bystanders. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil
society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Deputy Head of the Leninsky District Police Department **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45944 **Name:** Andryeuskii Aliaksandr Mechyslavavich **Spelling variant:** a) АНДРЫЕЎСКI Аляĸсандр Мечыслававiч (Belarusian) b) Andrievskii Alexander Mechislavovich (Russian) c) Andrievskii Alexandr Mechislavovich (Russian) d) АНДРИЕВСКИЙ Александр Мечиславович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 29 Apr 1982 **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Deputy Head of the Frunzensky District Police Department in Minsk, Aliaksandr Andryeuskii is responsible for inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained on the premises of the Frunzensky District Police Department in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. Detainees were standing on their knees with heads down for hours, violently beaten, hit with a taser. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.

**Other information:** Deputy Head of the Frunzensky District Police Department of Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45951 **Name:** Makrytski Vital Mikhailavich **Spelling variant:** a) МАКРЫЏСКI Вiталь Мiхайлавiч (Belarusian) b) Makritskii Vitalii Mikhailavich (Russian) c) МАКРИЦКИЙ Виталий Михайлович (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 17 Feb 1975 **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his former position as Deputy Head of the Oktyabrsky District Police Department of Minsk, Vital Makrytski was responsible for overseeing the severe beatings and torture of peaceful protesters and bystanders detained on the premises of this police department, in the wake of the 2020 presidential election. In Dec 2020 he was promoted to the position of the Head of the Partizanski District Police Department of Minsk. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Deputy Head of the Oktyabrsky District Police Department of Minsk (Until Dec 17 2020). From Dec 17 2020 - the Head of the Partizanski District Police Department of Minsk **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45958 **Name:** Urubleuski Yauhen Aliakseeевич **Spelling variant:** a) УРУБЛЁЎСКI Яўген Аляĸсеевiч (Belarusian) b) Vrublevskii Evgenii Alekseevich (Russian) c) ВРУБЛЕВСКИЙ Евгений Алексеевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 28 Jan 1966 **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as a senior police sergeant of the Akrestina Offenders Isolation Centre. Yauhen Urubleuski is responsible for the inhumane and degrading treatment, including torture, inflicted on citizens detained in the Offenders' Detention Centre. According to witnesses and media reports, he personally took part in brutal beatings of civilians detained in Aug 2020. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations. **Other information:** Senior Police Sergeant of the Akrestina Offenders' Isolation Centre **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45965 **Name:** Karpiankau Mikalai Mikalaevich **Spelling variant:** a) КАРПЯНКОЎ Мiĸалай Мiĸалаевiч (Belarusian) b) Karpenkov Nikolai Nikolaevich (Russian) c) КАРПЕНКОВ Ниĸолай Ниĸолаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M **DOB:** 6 Sep 1968 **POB:** Minsk, Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as the Head of the Main Department for Combating Organized Crime and Corruption of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Mikalai Karpiankau is responsible for
the inhumane and degrading treatment inflicted on citizens who participated in peaceful protests and for their arbitrary arrest and detention. Numerous testimonies, photo and video evidence indicate that the group under his command beat and arrested peaceful protestors, threatened them with firearms. On 6 Sep 2020, Karpiankou was filmed as he was smashing a glass door with a baton to the café where peaceful protestors were hiding and brutally detaining them. A recording has been published where he claimed his department would use firearms against the protestors. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, Former Head of the Main Department for Combating Organized Crime and Corruption of the Ministry of Internal Affairs **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45973 **Name:** Hryb Mikhail Viachaslavavich **Spelling variant:** a) ГРЫБ Міхаіл Вячаслававіч (Belarusian) b) Grib Mikhail Viacheslavovich (Russian) c) ГРИБ Михаил Вячеславович (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 29 Jul 1980 **POB:** Minsk, Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus **Justification:** Mikhail Hryb was Head of the Department of Internal Affairs in the Vitebsk Regional Executive Committee from Mar 2019 to Oct 2020, afterwards being appointed Head of the Main Department of Internal Affairs of the Minsk city Executive Committee and assigned the title of major general of militia (police forces). In this capacity, he is responsible for the actions of police forces, respectively in the Vitebsk region until Oct 2020 and in Minsk since after Oct 2020, including violent repression of peaceful protesters and breaches of right to peaceful assembly and free speech, committed by police forces in Vitebsk and Minsk, in the aftermath of the 2020 Belarussian presidential elections. He is therefore responsible for serious violations of human rights and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. **Other information:** Head of the Main Department of Internal Affairs of the Minsk City Executive Committee **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45981 **Name:** Khrenin Viktar Genadzevich **Spelling variant:** a) ХРЭНIН Вiктар Генадзевiч (Belarusian) b) Khrerenin Viktor Gennadievich (Russian) c) ХРЕНИН Виктор Геннадиевич (Russian) **Sex:** M **DOB:** 1 Aug 1971 **POB:** Navahrudak (Novogrudek), Belarus **Nationality:** Belarus **Justification:** In his position as Minister of Defense of Belarus since 20 Jan 2020, Viktar Khrenin is responsible for the decision taken by the Command of the Air Forces and Air Defence Forces, on Lukashenka's instructions, to dispatch military aircraft to escort the forced landing of passenger flight FR4978 in Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision was aimed at arresting and detaining opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus. He has made several public statements, declaring readiness to use the army against peaceful protesters in Aug 2020 and likening protesters' use of the historical white-red-white flag to Nazi collaborators. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus, and is supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** a) Minister of Defense b) Rank: Lieutanant General c) BY passport number: KH2594621 d) Personal identification: 3010871K003PB1 **Modifications:** Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-45993 **Name:** Holub Ihar Uladzimiravich **Spelling variant:** a) ГОЛУБ Iгар Уладзiмiравiч (Belarusian) b) Golub Igor Vladimirovich (Russian) c) ГОЛУБ Игорь Владимирович (Russian)
**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 19 Nov 1967  **POB:** Chernigov, Chernigovskaya Oblast, Ukraine  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Commander of the Air Force and Air Defence Forces of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Belarus, Ihar Holub is responsible for the decision taken by the Command of the Air Forces and Air Defence Forces, on Lukashenka's instructions to dispatch military aircraft to escort the forced landing of passenger flight FR4978 in Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision was aimed at arresting and detaining opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus. Following the incident, Ihar Holub gave press statements together with Belarusian Ministry of Transport Aviation Department Director Artem Sikorsky justifying the actions of the Belarusian aviation authorities. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus, and is supporting the Lukashenka regime.

**Other information:**

- a) Commander of the Air Force and Air Defence of the Armed Forces
- b) Rank: Major General
- c) BY passport number: KH2187962
- d) Personal identification: 3191167E003PB1
- Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-46005  **Name:** Gurtsevich Andrei Mikalaevich  **Spelling variant:** a) ГУРЦЕВИЧ Андрэй Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian)  b) Gurtsevich Andrei Nikolaevich (Russian)  c) ГУРЦЕВИЧ Андрей Николаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  **DOB:** 27 Jul 1971  **POB:** Baranovich, Brest Region (Brest Oblast), Belarus  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Chief of the Main Staff and First Deputy Commander of the Air Force and Air Defence Forces of the Armed Forces, Andrei Gurtsevich is responsible for the decision taken by the Command of the Air Forces and Air Defence Forces, on Lukashenka's instructions, to dispatch military aircraft to escort the forced landing of passenger flight FR4978 in Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision was aimed at arresting and detaining opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus. Following the incident, he gave press statements justifying the actions of the Belarusian authorities. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus, and is supporting the Lukashenka regime.

**Other information:**

- a) Chief of the Main Staff, First Deputy Commander of the Air Force
- b) Rank: Major General
- c) BY passport number: MP3849920
- d) Personal identification: 3270771C016PB2
- Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

**SSID:** 20-460017  **Name:** Churo Leanid Mikalaevich  **Spelling variant:** a) ЧУРО Леанiд Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian)  b) Churo Leonid Nikolaevich (Russian)  c) ЧУРО Леонид Николаевич (Russian)

**DOB:** 8 Jul 1956  **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Director General of the BELAERONAVIGATSIA State-Owned Enterprise, Leanid Churo is responsible for Belarusian air traffic control. He therefore bears responsibility for diverting passenger flight FR4978 to Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision was aimed at arresting and detaining opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.

**Other information:**

- a) Director General of BELAERONAVIGATSIA State-Owned Enterprise
- b) BY passport
SSID: 20-46026 Name: Auramenka Aliaksei Mikalaevich Spelling variant: a) АЎРАМЕНКА Аляксей Мікалайевiч (Belarusian) b) Avramenko Alexey Nikolaevich (Russian) c) АВРАМЕНКО Алексей Николаевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 11 May 1977 POB: Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as Minister of Transport and Communications of Belarus, Aliaksei Auramenka is responsible for the state management in the sphere of civil aviation and supervision of air traffic control. He therefore bears responsibility for diverting passenger flight FR4978 to Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision was aimed at arresting and detaining opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus. He is therefore responsible for repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Minister of Transport and Communications b) BY passport number: MP3102183 c) Personal identification: 3110577A020PB2 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-46036 Name: Sikorski Artsiom Igaravich Spelling variant: a) СIКОРСКI Арцём Iгаравiч (Belarusian) b) Sikorskiy Artem Igorevich (Russian) c) СІКОРСКИЙ Артем Игоревич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 1983 POB: Soligorsk, Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his capacity as the Director of the Aviation Department of the Ministry of Transport and Communications of Belarus, Artsiom Sikorski is responsible for the state management in the sphere of civil aviation and supervision of air traffic control. He therefore bears responsibility for diverting passenger flight FR4978 to Minsk on 23 May 2021 without a proper justification. This politically motivated decision was aimed at arresting and detaining the opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition of Belarus. Following the incident, he gave press statements together with Commander of the Air Force and Air Defence Forces of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Belarus, Ihar Holub, justifying the actions of the Belarusian aviation authorities. He is therefore responsible for repression of civil society and democratic opposition and is supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Director of the Aviation Department of the Ministry of Transport and Communications b) BY passport number: MP3785448 c) Personal identification: 3240483A023PB7 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-46047 Name: Haidukevich Aleh Siarheevich Spelling variant: a) ГАЙДУКЕВIЧ Алег Сяргеевiч (Belarusian) b) Gaidukevich Oleg Sergeevich (Russian) c) ГАЙДУКЕВИЧ Олег Сергеевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 26 Mar 1977 POB: Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus
Justification: Aleh Haidukevich is the Deputy Chairman of the Standing Committee on International Affairs in the House of Representatives of the National Assembly, member of the delegation of the National Assembly for contacts with the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. He made public statements, applauding diverting passenger flight FR4978 to Minsk on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision was done without proper justification and was aimed at arresting and detaining opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and
democratic opposition in Belarus. Additionally, Aleh Haidukevich made public statements suggesting that Belarusian opposition leaders may be detained abroad and transported to Belarus "in a car trunk", thus supporting the ongoing crackdown of security forces on Belarusian democratic opposition and journalists. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Deputy Chairman of the Standing Committee on International Affairs in the House of Representatives of the National Assembly, member of the delegation of the National Assembly for contacts with the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe b) Personal identification: 3260377A081PB9 c) Passport number: MP2663333

Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021

SSID: 20-46588 Name: Kruchkou Ihar Anatolevich Spelling variant: a) КРУЧКОЎ Ігар Анатольевіч (Belarusian) b) Kriuchkov Igor Anatolevich (Russian) c) КРЮЧКОВ Игорь Анатольевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 13 Apr 1976 Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as Head of Separate Service for Active Measures (ASAM) of the Special Forces of the State Border Committee, Ihar Kruchkou is responsible for actions of forces under his command, who are involved in the physical transportation of migrants inside Belarus to the border between Belarus and Union Member States. ASAM charges the transported migrants for the border crossing. Those actions are implemented as part of operation “Gate”. He is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union. Other information: a) Head of Separate Service for Active Measures (ASAM) of the Special Forces of the State Border Committee b) Personal ID: 3130476M077PB6

Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46603 Name: Lapo Anatol Piatrovich Spelling variant: a) ЛАПО АНАТОЛЬ Пятровіч (Belarusian) b) ЛАППО АНАТОЛЬ Пятрович (Belarusian) c) Lappo Anatoliy Petrovich (Russian) d) ЛАППО Анатолий Петрович (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 24 May 1963 POB: Kulakovka, Mogilev Region (Mahiliou Oblast), Belarus
Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as Chairman of the State Border Committee, Anatol Lapo is responsible for actions of border control bodies under his command, whose border guards were documented as directing, guiding or forcing migrants to illegally cross the border between Belarus and Union Member States, and whose deliberate failure to carry out their duties properly facilitates attempts by migrants to cross that border. He is therefore responsible for organising activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union. Other information: a) Lieutenant General, Chairman of the State Border Committee of the Republic of Belarus (appointed on 29 Dec 2016), Chief State Border Delegate b) Passport number: MP4098888 c) Personal ID: 3240563K033PB5

Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46615 Name: Molastau Kanstantsin Henadzevich Spelling variant: a) МОЛАСТАЎ Канстанцiн Генадзьевiч (Belarusian) b) Molostov Konstantin Gennadevich (Russian) c) МОЛОСТОВ Константин Геннадьевич (Russian)
Sex: M DOB: 30 May 1970 POB: Krasnoarmeysk, Saratov Region, Russian Federation
Nationality: Belarus
Justification: In his position as Head of the Grodno Border Group, Kanstantsin Molastau is responsible for actions of border guards under his command. The deliberate failure of the Grodno Border Group to carry out its duties properly facilitates attempts by migrants to cross the border with Union Member States. He is therefore contributing to activities by the
Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:**

| a) | Colonel, Head of the Grodno Border Group (appointed on 1 Oct 2014), Military Unit 2141, State Border Delegate |
| b) | Passport number: KH2479999 |
| c) | Personal ID: 3300570K025PB3 |

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-46626

**Name:** Kharchanka Pavel Mikalaevich

**Spelling variant:**

- Харчанка Павел Мікалаевіч (Belarusian)
- Kharchenko Pavel Nikolaevich (Russian)
- ХАРЧЕНКО Павел Николаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 29 Mar 1981  
**POB:** Chita, Russian Federation  
**Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Head of the Polotsk Border Detachment, Pavel Kharchanka is responsible for actions of border guards under his command. The deliberate failure of the Polotsk Border Detachment to carry out its duties properly facilitates attempts by migrants to cross the border with Union Member States. He is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:** Head of the Polotsk Border Detachment

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021

**SSID:** 20-46635

**Name:** Gutnik Ihar Mikalaevich

**Spelling variant:**

- ГУТНIК Iгар Мiкалаевiч (Belarusian)
- Gutnik Igor Nikolaevich (Russian)
- ГУТНИК Игорь Николаевич (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 17 Dec 1974  
**POB:** Village of Zabolotye, Smolevichi District, Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus  
**Address:** 90 Heroes of Defense of the Brest Fortress St., Brest, 224018, Belarus  
**Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Head of the Brest Border Group, Ihar Gutnik, who in 2018 became a deputy of the Brest Regional Council as one of the candidates loyal to Lukashenka, is responsible for actions of border guards under his command. The deliberate failure of the Brest Border Group to carry out its duties properly facilitates attempts by migrants to cross the border with Union Member States. He is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:** a) Head of the Brest Border Group, colonel b) Passport number: BM1962867

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021

**SSID:** 20-46646

**Name:** Davidziuk Aliaksandr Barysavich

**Spelling variant:**

- ДАВIДЗЮК Аляксандр Барысавiч (Belarusian)
- Davidiuk Aleksandr Borisovich (Russian)
- ДАВИДЮК Александр Борисович (Russian)

**Sex:** M  
**DOB:** 4 May 1973  
**POB:** Novograd-Volynsky, Zhytomyr region, Ukraine  
**Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Head of the Lida Border Detachment, Aliaksandr Davidziuk is responsible for actions of border guards under his command. The deliberate failure of the Lida Border Detachment to carry out its duties properly facilitates attempts by migrants to cross the border with Union Member States. He is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:** a) Colonel, Head of the Lida Border Detachment, Military Unit 1234 (appointed on 27 Sep 2016), State Border Delegate b) Member of Lida District Council of Deputies of the 28th convocation (took office on 2 Feb 2018) c) Passport number: KH2613034

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021
**Butranets Maksim Viktaravich**

- **Spelling variant:** a) БУТРАНЕЦ Максім Віктаравіч (Belarusian) b) Butranets Maxim Viktorovich (Russian) c) БУТРАНЕЦ Максим Вікторович (Russian)
- **Sex:** M  
- **DOB:** 12 Dec 1978  
- **POB:** Sverdlovsk, Russian Federation  
- **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as Head of the Smorgon Border Group, Maksim Butranets is responsible for actions of border guards under his command. The deliberate failure of the Smorgon Border Group to carry out its duties properly facilitates attempts by migrants to cross the border with Union Member States. Maksim Butranets also stated that the number of migrants at the Belarusian-Lithuanian border remained at the usual level, despite the substantial increase observed on the Lithuanian side. He is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:** Head of the Smorgon Border Group, Military Unit 2044 (appointed in Mar 2018), State Border Delegate

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021

---

**Glaz Anatol Anatolyevich**

- **Spelling variant:** a) ГЛАЗ Анатоль Анатольевіч (Belarusian) b) Glaz Anatoliy Anatolyevich (Russian) c) ГЛАЗ Анатолий Анатольевич (Russian)
- **Sex:** M  
- **DOB:** 31 Jul 1982  
- **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** Anatol Glaz has been Head of the Department of Information and Digital Diplomacy and Spokesperson of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Belarus since 11 Jun 2018. In this capacity, he made a number of public statements, supporting the policy of the Lukashenka regime in its latest attempts to facilitate the illegal crossings of the external borders of Union Member States. He also publicly defended the forced landing of passenger flight FR4978 in Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision had the aim of the arrest and detention of opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime.

**Other information:** Head of the Department of Information and Digital Diplomacy (spokesperson) of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Belarus

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021

---

**Siarhei Epikhau**

- **Spelling variant:** a) ЕПІХАЎ Сяргей Аляксандравіч (Belarusian) b) Epikhov Sergei Aleksandrovich (Russian) c) ЕПИХОВ Сергей Александрович (Russian)
- **Sex:** M  
- **DOB:** 16 May 1966  
- **Address:** a) 38 Timoshenko St., apt. 198, Minsk, Belarus b) 59 L.Tolstoy St., apt. 80, Vileika, Belarus c) 14 Kedyshko St., apt. 11, Minsk, Belarus
- **Nationality:** Belarus

**Justification:** In his position as judge at the Minsk Regional Court, Siarhei Epikhau is responsible for politically motivated rulings against opposition leaders and activists, in particular the sentencing of Maria Kolesnikova and Maksim Znak, who are considered as political prisoners by human rights organisations. Violations of rights of defence and of the right to a fair trial were reported during trials conducted under his supervision. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition.

**Other information:** a) Judge at the Minsk Regional Court b) Personal ID: 3160566B046PB4

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021

---

**Ihar Liubavitski**

- **Spelling variant:** a) ЛЮБАВIЦКI Игар Вячаслававiч (Belarusian) b) Liubovitski Igor Viacheslavovich (Russian) c) ЛЮБОВИЦКИЙ Игорь Вячеславович (Russian)

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021
Sex: M  DOB: 21 Jul 1983  Address: Vogel 1K St., apt. 17, Minsk, Belarus  Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as judge at the Supreme Court of the Republic of Belarus, Ihar Liubavitski is responsible for politically motivated rulings against opposition leaders, activists and journalists, in particular the sentencing of opposition presidential candidate Viktar Babarika, who is considered a political prisoner by human rights organisations. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Judge at the Supreme Court of the Republic of Belarus b) Personal ID: 3210783C002PB2  Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46694  Name: Girgel Siarhei Siarheevich  Spelling variant: a) ГІРГЕЛЬ Сяргей Сяргеевіч (Belarusian) b) Girgel Sergei Sergeevich (Russian) c) ГИРГЕЛЬ Сергей Сергеевич (Russian)

Sex: M  DOB: 16 Jun 1978  Address: 16 Lidskaya St., apt. 165, Minsk, Belarus  Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as the Senior Prosecutor of the Department of Public Prosecution of the General Prosecutor's Office, Siarhei Girgel has represented the Lukashenka regime in politically motivated cases against opposition leaders and civil society members. In particular he has prosecuted the opposition presidential candidate Viktar Babarika, who is recognised as a political prisoner by human rights organisations. Siarhei Girgel has continuously asked the judge for long-term prison sentences. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Senior Prosecutor of the Department of Public Prosecution of the General Prosecutor's Office b) Personal ID: 3160678H018PB5  Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46703  Name: Kulik Valiantsina Genadzeuna  Spelling variant: a) КУЛІК Валянціна Генадзеўна (Belarusian) b) Kulik Valentina Gennadevna (Russian) c) КУЛИК Валентина Геннадьевна (Russian)

Sex: W  DOB: 15 Jan 1960  Address: 54 Angarskaya St., apt. 48, Minsk, Belarus  Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In her position as judge at the Supreme Court of the Republic of Belarus, Valiantsina Kulik is responsible for politically motivated decisions against activists and opposition leaders. In particular she denied Viktar Babarika's complaint to initiate a civil case based on his complaints against the Central Electoral Commission's decision to refuse registration as a presidential candidate. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Judge at the Supreme Court of the Republic of Belarus b) Personal ID: 4150160A119PB2  Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46712  Name: Prakapuk Andrei Andreevich  Spelling variant: a) ПРАКАПУК Андрэй Андрэевіч (Belarusian) b) Prokopuk Andrey Andreevich (Russian) c) ПРОКОПУК Андрей Андреевич (Russian)

Sex: M  DOB: 22 Jul 1973  POB: Kobrin, Brest Region, Belarus  Address: 22 Mira St., apt. 88, Priluki, Minsk Region, Belarus  Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as the Deputy Director of the Financial Investigations Department of the State Control Committee of the Republic of Belarus, Andrei Prakapuk is
responsible for politically motivated campaigns of that department against journalists and independent Belarusian media outlets. He personally approved a decision to search the premises of independent media outlet TUT.by and initiated a court case into TUT.by and the journalists employed by TUT.by, as well as blocking access to the TUT.by website. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition as well as for seriously undermining the rule of law. Other information: a) Deputy Director of the Financial Investigations Department of the State Control Committee of the Republic of Belarus b) Colonel of the Financial Police c) Personal ID: 3220773C061PB1 Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46724 Name: Marshalau Ihar Anatolevich Spelling variant: a) МАРШАЛАЎ Ігар Анатольевіч (Belarusian) b) Marshalov Igor Anatolevich (Russian) c) МАРШАЛОВ Ігорь Анатольевич (Russian) Sex: M DOB: 12 Jan 1972 POB: Shkolv, Mogilev Region (Mahiliou Oblast), Belarus Address: a) 15 Shchukina St., Minsk, Belarus b) 43A Franciska St. apt 41, Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus

Justification: Ihar Marshalau is the Deputy Chairman of the State Control Committee of Belarus and Director of the Financial Investigations Department of the State Control Committee. In that position, he is responsible for initiating the politically motivated tax evasion case against the media outlet TUT.by, allegedly based on Article 243 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Belarus, which threatens the freedom of media in Belarus. He is also responsible for the searches conducted in May 2021 at the office of TUT.by in Minsk, at regional offices and at the homes of several TUT.by staff. He is also responsible for the detention of members of the Belarus Press Club in Dec 2020, a search and confiscation of items at the office of Rights of People with Disabilities including the violent interrogation of Aleh Hrableuski and Syarhei Drazdouski in Jan 2021, the detention of and tax evasion charges on member of the Coordination Council Liliya Ulasava, as well as the searches and detentions affecting employees of PandaDoc software company, who was running the initiative “Protect Belarus”, in Sep 2021. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and the repression of civil society and democratic opposition as well as for seriously undermining the rule of law. Other information: a) Deputy Chairman of the State Control Committee, Director of the Financial Investigations Department of the State Control Committee b) Major General of Financial Police c) Personal ID: 3120172H018PB4 Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46737 Name: Sakalouskaya Hanna Mikhailauna Spelling variant: a) САКАЛОЎСКАЯ Ганна Мiхайлаўна (Belarusian) b) Sokolovskaya Anna Mikhailovna (Russian) c) СОКОЛОВСКАЯ Анна Михайловна (Russian) Sex: W DOB: 18 Sep 1955 Address: 22 Surhanava St., apt. 1, Minsk, Belarus Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In her position as judge at the Supreme Court of the Republic of Belarus, Hanna Sakalouskaya is responsible for the politically motivated decision to liquidate the Belarus PEN Center – a Belarusian civil society organisation. She is also responsible for a politically motivated decision leading up to the liquidation of the Belarus Helsinki Committee (BHC), as on 2 Sep 2021 she dismissed the complaint from BHC concerning the warning directed towards BHC by the Belarusian Ministry of Justice. She is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Judge of the
Judicial Collegium for Civil Cases at the Supreme Court

b) Personal ID: 4180955A015P80

Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46746 Name: Markau Marat Siarheevich Spelling variant: a) МАРКАЎ Марат Сяргеевіч (Belarusian) b) Markov Marat Sergeevich (Russian) c) МАРКОВ Марат Сергеевич (Russian)

Sex: M DOB: 1 May 1969 POB: Luninets, Belarus Nationality: Belarus

Justification: Marat Markau is the Chairman of the Management Board of State-controlled TV channel ONT and the host of the “Markov: Nothing Personal” programme. In this position he has been willingly providing the Belarusian public with false information about the outcome of elections, protests and the repression perpetrated by the State authorities, and the circumstances of the forced landing of passenger flight FR4978 in Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. He is directly responsible for the way in which the ONT channel presents information about the situation in the country, thus lending support to the authorities, including Lukashenka. He is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime.

Markov conducted the first forced interview with Raman Pratasevich, after Pratasevich was detained and according to numerous reports tortured by the Belarusian authorities. Markov also threatened and intimidated ONT workers who were striking in the wake of fraudulent 2020 presidential elections and authorities’ crackdown. He is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Chairman of the Management Board of State-controlled TV channel ONT, host of the “Markov: Nothing Personal” programme

Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

SSID: 20-46755 Name: Karsiuk Dzmitry Siarheevich Spelling variant: a) КАРСЮК Дзмітрый Сяргеевіч (Belarusian) b) Karsiuk Dmitriy Sergeevich (Russian) c) КАРСЮК Дмитрий Сергеевич (Russian)

Sex: M DOB: 7 Jul 1995 Nationality: Belarus

Justification: In his position as judge at the Central District of the City of Minsk Court, Dzmitriy Karsiuk is responsible for numerous politically motivated rulings against peaceful protesters, in particular the sentencing of Yahor Viarshynin, Pavel Lukoyanov, Artsiom Sakovich and Mikalai Shemetau, who are recognised as political prisoners by Belarusian Human rights organisation Viasna. He has sentenced people to penal colony, prison and house arrest for taking part in peaceful protests, posts on social media, use of the white-red-white flag of Belarus and other exercises of civil freedoms. He is therefore responsible for serious human rights violations and for seriously undermining the rule of law, as well as for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Judge at the Central District of the City of Minsk Court

Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021

Entities

SSID: 20-54559 Name: Open Joint Stock Company “Belaruskali” Spelling variant: a) Адкрытае акцыянернае таварыства “Беларуськали” (Belarusian) b) Открытое акционерное общество “Беларуськалий” (Russian)

Address: 5 Korzha St., Soligorsk, 223710, Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus

Justification: OJSC Belaruskali is a state-owned enterprise and one of the biggest potash producers in the world, providing 20 % of global potash exports. As such, it is a major source of revenue and foreign currency for the Lukashenka regime. Aliaksandr Lukashenka described it as “a national treasure, pride, one of the pillars of Belarusian exports”. Therefore, Belaruskali benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime. Employees of
Belaruskali who took part in strikes and peaceful protests in the aftermath of the fraudulent Aug 2020 presidential elections in Belarus were intimidated and dismissed by the company’s management. Lukashenka himself personally threatened to replace the strikers with miners from Ukraine. Therefore, Belaruskali is responsible for the repression of civil society in Belarus and supports the Lukashenka regime. 

Other information:

- Date of registration: 23.12.1996
- Registration number: 600122610

SSID: 20-54566

Name: Joint Stock Company “Belarusian Potash Company”

Spelling variant:

- ААТ “Беларусская калийная кампания” (Belarusian)
- ОАО “Белорусская калийная компания” (Russian)

Address: 35 Masherova Ave., Minsk, 220002, Belarus

Justification:

JSC Belarusian Potash Company is the exporting arm of Belarusian state potash producer Belaruskali. Belaruskali is one of the largest sources of revenue for the Lukashenka regime. Supplies from the Belarusian Potash Company account for 20% of global potash exports. The state guarantees the Belarusian Potash Company monopoly rights to export potassium fertilizers. Thanks to preferential treatment from the Belarusian authorities, the company earns a substantial revenue. Therefore, the Belarusian Potash Company benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime.

Other information:

- Date of registration: 13.9.2013
- Registration number: 192050251
- Tel. +375 (17) 309-30-10; +375 (17) 309-30-30
- E-mail address: info@belpc.by

SSID: 20-54575

Name: “Inter Tobacco” LLC

Spelling variant:

- Таварыства з абмежаванай адказнасцю “Інтэр Табак” (Belarusian)
- Общество с ограниченной ответственностью “Интер Тобако” (Russian)

Address: 131 Novodvoskiy village, Novodvoskiy village council, Minsk District, 223016, Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus ((Minsk Free Economic Zone))

Justification:

Inter Tobacco LLC is part of the tobacco manufacturing industry in Belarus. It has a significant share of the profitable domestic cigarette market in Belarus. The company was given exclusive privileges to import tobacco products to Belarus, based on a decree signed by Aliaksandr Lukashenka. Additionally, Lukashenka issued a Presidential decree to re-draw the boundaries of Belarus capital, Minsk, to carve out land for Inter Tobacco’s factory, probably for reasons related to tax evasion. Inter Tobacco belongs to Alexei Oleksin and members of his close family (it is owned by Oleksin’s company Energo-Oil). Therefore, Inter Tobacco is benefitting from the Lukashenka regime.

Other information:

- Date of registration: 10.10.2002
- Registration number: 808000714

SSID: 20-54583

Name: Open Joint Stock Company “Naftan”

Spelling variant:

- Адкрытае акцыянернае таварыства “Нафтан” (Belarusian)
- Открытое акционерное общество “Нафтан” (Russian)

Address: Novopolotsk 1, 211440, Vitebsk Region (Vitebsk Oblast), Belarus

Justification:

As a state-owned enterprise, OJSC Naftan is a major source of revenue and foreign currency for the Lukashenka regime. Therefore, Naftan benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime. Employees of Naftan who took part in strikes and peaceful protests in the aftermath of the fraudulent Aug 2020 presidential elections in Belarus were intimidated and dismissed by the company’s management. Therefore, Naftan is responsible for the repression of civil society in Belarus and supports the Lukashenka regime.

Other information:

- Date of registration: 1992
- Registration number: 300042199
SSID: 20-54591 Name: Open Joint Stock Company “Grodno Tobacco Factory Neman”
Spelling variant: а) Адкрытае акцыянернае таварыства "Гродзенская тытунёвая фабрыка Нёман" (Belarusian) b) Открытое акционерное общество “Гродненская табачная фабрика Неман” (Russian)
Address: 18 Ordzhonikidze St., Grodno, 230771 (Hrodna), Belarus
Justification: OJSC Grodno Tobacco Factory Neman is a Belarusian state-owned enterprise and one of the major sources of revenue for the Lukashenka regime. The company has a 70-80 % share of the tobacco market in Belarus. Grodno Tobacco Factory Neman therefore benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime. Manufactured in Belarus, Grodno Tobacco Factory Neman brands are among the most common cigarettes smuggled into the Union as part of the lucrative contraband tobacco trade. Train cars belonging to Belarusian state-owned companies Belaruskali and Grodno Azot are used in the contraband scheme. Grodno Tobacco Factory Neman therefore contributes to facilitating the illegal transfer of restricted goods into the territory of the Union. Other information: a) Date of registration: 30.12.1996 b) Registration number: 500047627

SSID: 20-54598 Name: Beltamozhservice Spelling variant: a) Рэспублiканскае унiтарнае прадпрыемства “Белмытсэрвiс” (Belarusian) b) Республиканское унитарное предприятие “Белтаможсервис” (Russian)
Address: 17th km, Minsk- Dzerzhinsk highway, administrative building, office 75, Shchomylitsky s/s, 223049, Minsk Region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus
Justification: Beltamozhservice is a state-owned company and one of the largest logistics companies in Belarus. It is closely associated with the Belarusian authorities and is involved in the smuggling and re-export of goods from Belarus to Russia. The company benefits from links with the Belarusian authorities and provides significant revenue to the Lukashenka regime. Beltamozhservice is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Date of registration: 9.6.1999 b) Registration number: 101561144

SSID: 20-54605 Name: Open Joint Stock Company “Managing Company of Holding ‘Belkommunmash’” Spelling variant: a) Адкрытае акцыянернае таварыства "Кiруючая кампанiя холдынгу 'Белкаму
нмаш’" (Belarusian) b) Открытое акционерное общество “Управляющая компания холдинга ‘Белкоммунмаш’” (Russian)
Address: 64B-2 Perekhodnaya St., Minsk, 220070, Belarus
Justification: Belkommunmash is a Belarusian manufacturer of public transport vehicles. Aliaksandr Lukashenka is promoting Belkommunmash’s business, guaranteeing the company’s compliance with its contractual obligations to its partners and using his influence to support its business activity. Belkommunmash is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. Belkommunmash dismissed workers in retaliation for their protest against falsified presidential election results in 2020, and is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and supports the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Date of registration: 13.8.1991 b) Registration number: 100205408

SSID: 20-54612 Name: Belteleradio Company / National State Television and Radio Company of the Republic of Belarus Spelling variant: a) Нацыянальная дзяржаўная тэлерадыёкампанiя Рэспублiкi Беларусь / Белтелерадыёкампанiя (Belarusian) b) Национальная государственная телерадиокомпания Республики Беларусь / Белтелерадиокомпания (Russian)
Address: 9 Makayonka St., Minsk, Belarus
**Justification:** Belteleradio Company is the state television and radio broadcasting company, and controls seven television channels and five radio stations in Belarus. In the aftermath of fraudulent presidential elections in Aug 2020, Belteleradio Company dismissed protesting workers of the media outlets it controls and replaced them with Russian media employees. It is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society. The television and radio stations supervised by Belteleradio Company are actively spreading propaganda and thus supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** a) Date of registration: 14.9.1994 b) Registration number: 100717729 c) Website: tvr.by

SSID: 20-44298 Name: Beltechexport Spelling variant: Белтехэкспорт (Belarusian) Address: Nezavisimosti ave. 86-B, Minsk, Belarus

**Justification:** Beltechexport is a private entity which exports weapons and military equipment produced by Belarusian state-owned companies to countries in Africa, South America, Asia and the Middle East. Beltechexport is closely associated with the Ministry of Defence of Belarus. Beltechexport is therefore benefitting from its association with and supporting the Lukashenka regime, by bringing benefits to the presidential administration. **Other information:** a) Website: https://bte.by/ b) E-mail address: mail@bte.by

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-44306 Name: Dana Holdings Spelling variant: а) ТАА "Дана Холдынгз" (Belarusian) b) ООО “Дана Холдингз” (Russian) Address: Peter Mstislavets St. 9, pom. 3 (office 4), Minsk, 220076, Belarus

**Justification:** Dana Holdings is one of the main real estate developers and constructors in Belarus. The company and its subsidiaries received development rights for plots of land and developed several large residential complexes and business centres. Individuals reportedly representing Dana Holdings maintain close relations with President Lukashenka. Liliya Lukashenka, daughter-in-law of the President, had a high-ranking position in Dana Astra. Dana Holdings is still active economically in Belarus. Dana Holdings is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Other information:** a) Registration number: 690611860 b) Websites: https://bir.by/; https://en.dana-holdings.com; https://dana-holdings.com/ c) E-mail address: info@bir.by d) Tel.: +375 (29) 636-23-91 **Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-44315 Name: GHU – Main Economic Department of the Presidential Administration Spelling variant: Главное хозяйственное управление (Belarusian) Address: Miasnikova str. 37, Minsk, Belarus

**Justification:** Main Economic Department (GHU) of the Presidential Administration is the largest operator on the non-residential real estate market in the Republic of Belarus and a supervisor of numerous companies. Victor Sheiman, who as the former head of the Belarus President Property Management Directorate exercised direct control over GHU, was asked by President Aliaksandr Lukashenka to supervise the safety of the 2020 presidential elections. GHU is therefore benefitting from its association with and supporting the Lukashenka regime. **Relation:** Related to Sheiman Viktar Uladzimiravich (SSID 20-4596) **Other information:** a) Website: http://ghu.by b) E-mail address: ghu@ghu.by

**Modifications:** Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-44323 Name: Synesis LLC Spelling variant: ООО "Синезис" (Belarusian) Address: a) Platonova 20B, Minsk, 220005, Belarus b) Mantulinskaya 24, Moskau, 123100, Russian Federation
Justification: Synesis LLC provides the Belarusian authorities with a surveillance platform, which can search through and analyse video footage and employ facial recognition software, making the company responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition by the state apparatus in Belarus. Synesis employees are forbidden from communicating in Belarusian, thereby supporting the Lukashenka regime's policy of discrimination on the basis of language. The Belarusian State Security Committee (KGB) and Ministry of Internal Affairs are listed as users of a system created by Synesis. The company is therefore benefitting from its association with and supporting the Lukashenka regime. Synesis former head, founder and former majority shareholder Alexander Shatrov publicly criticised those protesting against the Lukashenka regime and relativized the lack of democracy in Belarus. Other information: a) Registration number: 190950894 (Belarus); 7704734000/770301001 (Russia) b) Website: https://synesis.partners; https://synesis-group.com/ c) E-mail address: yuriy.serbenkov@synesis.by d) Tel.: +375 (17) 240-36-50 Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-44332 Name: AGAT Electromechanical Plant OJSC Spelling variant: Агат-электромеханический завод (Belarusian) Address: Nezavisimosti ave. 115, Minsk, 220114, Belarus Justification: AGAT electromechanical Plant OJSC is part of the Belarusian State Authority for Military Industry of the Republic of Belarus (a.k.a. SAMI or State Military Industrial Committee), which is responsible for implementing the military-technical policy of the State and a subordinate to the Council of Ministers and President of Belarus. AGAT electromechanical Plant OJSC is therefore benefitting from its association with and supporting the Lukashenka regime. The company manufactures "Rubezh" – a barrier system designed for riot control that has been deployed against peaceful demonstrations that took place in the wake of the presidential elections held on 9 Aug 2020, thus making the company responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Website: https://agat-emz.by/ b) E-mail address: marketing@agat-emz.by c) Tel.: +375 (17) 272-01-32; +375 (17) 570-41-45 Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-44340 Name: 140 Repair Plant Spelling variant: 140 ремонтный завод (Belarusian) Justification: 140 Repair Plant is part of the Belarussian State Authority for Military Industry of the Republic of Belarus (a.k.a. SAMI or State Military Industrial Committee), which is responsible for implementing the military-technical policy of the State and a subordinate to the Council of Ministers and President of Belarus. 140 Repair Plant is therefore benefitting from its association with and supporting the Lukashenka regime. The company manufactures transport vehicles and armoured vehicles, which have been deployed against peaceful demonstrations that took place in the wake of the presidential elections held on 9 Aug 2020, thus making the company responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: Website: 140zavod.org Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-44348 Name: MZKT Spelling variant: МЗКТ - Минский завод колёсных тягачей (Belarusian) Good quality a.k.a.: VOLAT Justification: MZKT (a.k.a. VOLAT) is part of the Belarusian State Authority for Military Industry of the Republic of Belarus (a.k.a. SAMI or State Military Industrial Committee),
which is responsible for implementing the military-technical policy of the State and a
subordinate to the Council of Ministers and the President of Belarus. MZKT (a.k.a. VOLAT)
is therefore benefitting from its association with and supporting the Lukashenka regime.
Employees of MZKT who protested during the visit of Aliaksandr Lukashenka to the factory
and went on strike in the wake of the 2020 presidential elections in Belarus were fired, which
makes the company responsible for violation of human rights. Other information: Website:
www.mzkt.by Modifications: Listed on 22 Mar 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46057 Name: Sohra Group Spelling variant: a) Sohra LLC (Belarusian) b) ООО
Coхра (Belarusian)
Address: Revolucyonnaya 17/19, office no.22, Minsk, 220030, Belarus
Justification: Sohra company was owned by Aliaksandr Zaitsau, one of the most influential
businessmen in Belarus, a person with close connections to the Belarusian political
establishment and a close aide to Lukashenka's eldest son Viktor. Sohra promotes
Belarusian industrial products in countries in Africa and the Middle East. It co-founded the
defence company BSVT-New Technologies, engaged in weapons production and missile
modernisation. Sohra, using its privileged position, serves as a proxy between the
Belarusian political establishment and state-owned companies and foreign partners in Africa
and the Middle East. It also engaged in gold mining in African countries on the basis of
concessions obtained by the Lukashenka regime. Sohra Group is therefore benefitting from
the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Registration number: 192363182 b) Website: http://sohra.by/ c) E-mail address: info@sohra.by Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul
2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46065 Name: Bremino Group LLC Spelling variant: ООО "Бремино групп"
(Belarusian)
Address: a) Niamiha 40, Minsk, 220004, Belarus b) Zavodskaya 1k, Bolbasovo village,
Orsha region (Orsha Oblast), Belarus
Justification: Bremino Group is the initiator and co-administrator of the Bremino-Orsha
special economic zone project, created by a presidential decree signed by Aliaksandr
Lukashenka. The company has received state support for developing the Bremino-Orsha
zone, as well as a number of financial and tax advantages and other benefits. The owners of
Bremino Group - Aliaksandr Zaitsau, Mikalai Varabei and Aliaksei Alekisn - belong to the
inner circle of Lukashenka-related businessmen and maintain close relations with
Lukashenka and his family. Bremino Group is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka
regime. Bremino Group is the owner of Transport and Logistics Center (TLC) on the
Belarusian-Polish border - Bremino-Bruzgi, which was used by the Lukashenka regime as a
shelter for migrants who have been transported to the Belarusian-Union border with the aim
of illegally crossing it. Bremino-Bruzgi TLC was also a site of Lukashenka's propaganda visit
to the migrants. Bremino Group is therefore contributing to the activities by the Lukashenka
regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union. Other
information: a) Registration number: 691598938 b) Website: http://www.bremino.by c) E-
mail address: office@bremino.by; marketing@bremino.by Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul
2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46075 Name: Globalcustom Management LLC Spelling variant: ООО "Глобалкастом-менеджмент" (Belarusian)
Address: Nemiga 40/301, Minsk, Belarus
Justification: Globalcustom Management is associated with the Belarus President Property
Management Directorate, formerly headed by Victor Sheiman, who has been designated by the Union since 2004. The company is involved in the smuggling of goods to Russia, which would not be possible without the consent of the Lukashenka regime, which controls the border guards and customs. The privileged position in the flower export sector to Russia, from which the company benefits, is also conditioned on the support of the regime. Globalcustom Management was the first owner of the GardService, the only private company to whom Lukashenka granted the use of weapons. Globalcustom Management is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Registration number: 193299162 b) Website: https://globalcustom.by/ c) E-mail address: info@globalcustom.by Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46083 Name: Belarusski Avtomobilnyi Zavod (BelAZ) Spelling variant: a) OJSC "BELAZ" (Belarusian) b) Open Joint Stock Company “BELAZ” - Management Company of Holding “BELAZ-HOLDING” (English) c) ААТ “БЕЛАЗ” (Belarusian) d) ОАО "БЕЛАЗ" (Russian)
Address: 40 let Octyabrya St. 4, Zhodino, 222161, Minsk region (Minsk Oblast), Belarus
Justification: OJSC BelAZ is one of the leading state-owned companies in Belarus and one of the largest manufacturers of large trucks and large dump trucks in the world. It is a source of significant revenue for the Lukashenka regime. Lukashenka stated that the government will always support the company, and described it as a “Belarusian brand” and “part of the national legacy”. OJSC BelAZ has offered its premises and equipment to stage a political rally in support of the Lukashenka regime. Therefore OJSC BelAZ benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime. The employees of OJSC BelAZ who took part in strikes and peaceful protests in the aftermath of the fraudulent Aug 2020 elections in Belarus were threatened with layoffs and intimidated by the company management. A group of employees was locked indoors by OJSC BelAZ to prevent them from joining the other protesters. The company management presented a strike to the media as a staff meeting. Therefore OJSC BelAZ is responsible for the repression of civil society and supports the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Website: https://belaz.by Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46090 Name: Minskii Avtomobilnyi Zavod (MAZ) Spelling variant: a) OJSC “MAZ” (Belarusian) b) Open Joint Stock Company “Minsk Automobile Works” - Management Company of “BELAVTOMAZ” Holding (English) c) ААТ “Мінскі аўтамабільны завод” (Belarusian) d) ОАО “Минский автомобильный завод” (Russian)
Address: Socialisticheskaya 2, Minsk, 220021, Belarus
Justification: OJSC Minsk Automobile Plant (MAZ) is one of the biggest state-owned automotive manufacturers in Belarus. Lukashenka described it as “one of the most important industrial enterprises of the country”. It is a source of revenue for the Lukashenka regime. OJSC MAZ has offered its premises and equipment to stage a political rally in support of the regime. Therefore, OJSC MAZ benefits from and supports the Lukashenka regime. Employees of OJSC MAZ who took part in strikes and peaceful protests in the aftermath of fraudulent Aug 2020 elections in Belarus were intimidated and later laid off by the company's management. A group of employees was locked indoors by OJSC MAZ to prevent them from joining the other protesters. Therefore, OJSC MAZ is responsible for the repression of civil society and supports the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Website: http://maz.by/ b) Date of registration: 16.7.1944 c) Tel.: +375 (17) 217-22-22; +8000 217-22-22 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022
SSID: 20-46097  Name: Logex  Spelling variant: a) ТАА “Лагекс” (Belarusian) b) ООО “Логекс” (Russian)
Address: 24 Kommunisticheskaya Str., office 2, Minsk, Belarus
Justification: Logex is associated with Aliaksandr Shakutsin, a businessman close to the Lukashenka regime, who has been designated by the Union. The company is involved in the export of flowers to the Russian Federation at dumped prices, which would not be possible without the consent of the regime, which controls the border guards and customs. The privileged position in the flower export sector to Russia, from which the company benefits, is conditioned on the support of the regime. The main Belarusian suppliers of cut flowers are the companies that are closely connected with the leadership of the republic. Logex is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. Other information: a) Registration number: 192695465 b) Website: http://logex.by/ c) E-mail address: info@logex.by
Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46105  Name: JSC “NNK” (Novaia naftavaia kampania)  Spelling variant: a) New Oil Company (English) b) ЗАТ “ННК” (Новая нафтавая кампанiя) (Belarusian) c) ЗАО "ННК" (Новая нефтяная компания) (Russian)
Address: Rakovska str. 14W room 7, 5th floor, Minsk, Belarus
Justification: Novaya Neftnaya Kompaniya (NNK), New Oil company, is an entity founded in Mar 2020. It is the only private company entitled to export oil products from Belarus - an indication of close links to the authorities and the highest level of state privileges. NNK is owned by Interservice, a company belonging to Mikalai Varabei who is one of the leading businessmen benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. NNK is also reported to be connected to Aliaksei Aleksin, another prominent Belarusian businessman who benefits from the Lukashenka regime. According to media reports, Aleskin was the founder of NNK alongside Varabei. NNK was also used by the Belarusian authorities to adapt the Belarusian economy to restrictive measures introduced by the Union. NNK is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. Other information: Registration number: 193402282 Modifications: Listed on 7 Jul 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46114  Name: Belaeronavigatsia State-owned enterprise  Spelling variant: a) Белаэронавiгация Дзяржаўнае прадпрыемства (Belarusian) b) Белаэронавигация Государственное предприятие (Russian)
Address: 19 Korotkevich St., Minsk, 220039, Belarus
Justification: The state-owned enterprise Bелаэронавигация is responsible for Belarusian air traffic control. It therefore bears responsibility for diverting passenger flight FR4978 to Minsk airport without proper justification on 23 May 2021. This politically motivated decision was taken with the aim of arresting and detaining opposition journalist Raman Pratasevich and Sofia Sapega and is a form of repression against civil society and democratic opposition in Belarus. The state-owned enterprise Bелаэронавигация is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society and democratic opposition. Other information: a) Date of registration: 1996 b) Website: http://www.ban.by/ c) E-mail address: office@ban.by d) Tel.: +375 (17) 215-40-51 e) Fax: +375 (17) 213-41-63 Modifications: Listed on 11 Aug 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46596  Name: Open Joint Stock Company “Belavia Belarusian Airlines"  Spelling variant: a) ААТ “Авiякампанiя Белавiя” (Belarusian) b) ОАО “Авиакомпания Белавиа” (Russian)
Address: 14A Nemiga St., Minsk, 220004, Belarus
Justification: OJSC Belavia Belarusian Airlines is the state-owned national flag carrier airline. Aliaksandr Lukashenka promised that his administration would provide all possible support to Belavia after the Union decided to introduce a prohibition on the overflight of Union airspace and on access to Union airports by all Belarusian air carriers. To that end, he agreed with the Russian President Vladimir Putin on planning the opening of new airline routes for Belavia. Belavia's management also told its employees not to protest against the election irregularities and mass detentions in Belarus, in view of the fact that Belavia is a state-owned enterprise. Belavia is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime. Belavia has been involved in bringing migrants from the Middle East to Belarus. Migrants wishing to cross the Union’s external border have been flying to Minsk on board flights operated by Belavia from a number of Middle Eastern countries, in particular Lebanon, UAE and Turkey. In order to facilitate this, Belavia opened new air routes and expanded the number of flights on existing routes. Local tour operators have acted as intermediaries in selling Belavia tickets to prospective migrants, thereby helping Belavia to keep a low profile. Belavia is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union. Other information: a) Date of registration: 4.1.1996 b) Registration number: 600390798 Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46762 Name: Republican unitary enterprise “TSENTRKURORT" Spelling variant: a) Рэспублiканскае унiтарнае прадпрыемства "ЦЭНТРКУРОРТ" (Belarusian) b) Республиканское уни тарное предприятие “ЦЕНТРКУРОРТ” (Russian)
Address: 39 Myasnikova St., Minsk, 220030, Belarus
Justification: State-owned tourism company Tsentrkurort is part of the Belarus President Property Management Directorate. Tsentrkurort is reported to be one of the companies coordinating the flow of migrants that intend to cross the border between Belarus and the Union. Tsentrkurort helped at least 51 Iraqi citizens acquire visas for their visit to Belarus, and signed a contract for transportation services with Belarusian company Stroitur, which offers bus rentals with drivers. Buses booked by Tsentrkurort transported migrants, including children, from Minsk airport to hotels. Tsentrkurort is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union. Other information: a) Date of registration: 12.8.2003 b) Registration number: 100726604 Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46769 Name: Oskartour LLC Spelling variant: ООО Оскартур (Belarusian)
Address: 25 Karl Marx St., room 1n, Minsk, Belarus
Justification: Oskartour is a tour operator, which facilitated the obtainment of visas for migrants coming from Iraq and organised their subsequent travel to Belarus by flights from Baghdad to Minsk. Those Iraqi migrants were later transported to the Belarusian-Union border with the aim of illegally crossing it. Thanks to Oskartour and its contacts with Iraqi airlines, Belarusian authorities and the state-owned Tsentrkurort company, regular flights from Baghdad to Minsk were launched by the Iraqi air carrier, in order to bring more persons to Belarus to illegally cross the external borders of the Union. Oskartour took part in this illegal border-crossing scheme carried out by Belarusian security services and state-owned companies. It is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union. Other information: a) Date of registration: 18.10.2016 b) Registration number: 192721937 Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022
**SSID:** 20-46787  
**Name:** Open Joint Stock Company “Hotel Planeta”  
**Spelling variant:**  
a) ААТ “Гасцiнiца Планета” (Belarusian)  
b) ОАО “Гостиница Планета” (Russian)

**Address:** 31 Pobediteley Ave., Minsk, Belarus

**Justification:** OJSC Hotel Planeta is a subsidiary company of the Belarus President Property Management Directorate – a government agency that directly reports to the President. Hotel Planeta took part in the illegal border-crossing scheme carried out by Belarusian security services and state-owned companies. Migrants were accommodated in the hotel before being transported to the border between Belarus and the Union in order to illegally cross it. They paid USD 1 000 to a travel agent in Baghdad for the flight, a tourist visa and a stay in the hotel. Hotel Planeta is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:**
- Date of registration: 1.2.1994/6.3.2000
- Registration number: 100135173
- Website: https://hotelplaneta.by/
- E-mail address: planeta@udp.gov.by
- Tel.: +375 (17) 226-78-53
- Fax: +375 (17) 226-78-55

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-46798  
**Name:** ASAM (Asobnaia sluzhba aktyunykh merapryemstvau)  
**Spelling variant:**  
a) Асобная служба актыўных мерапрыемстваў (АСАМ) (Belarusian)  
b) OSAM (Otdiel’naya sluzhba aktivnykh mieropriyatiy) (Russian)  
c) Отдельная служба активных мероприятий (ОСАМ) (Russian)

**Address:** State Border Committee of the Republic of Belarus, 24 Volodarsky St., Minsk, 220050, Belarus

**Justification:** ASAM (Separate Service for Active Measures) is a Belarusian special border guard unit controlled by Viktar Lukashenka and headed by Ihar Kruchkou. ASAM forces under special operation “Gate” organise illegal border crossings through Belarus to Union Member States and are directly involved in the physical transportation of migrants to the other side of the border. ASAM additionally charges the transported migrants for the border crossing. ASAM is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021

**SSID:** 20-46803  
**Name:** Cham Wings Airlines

**Address:** P.O.Box 30588, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic

**Justification:** Cham Wings Airlines is an operator of charter flights from Syria to Belarus. The company increased the number of flights from Damascus to Minsk since the summer of 2021 in order to transport migrants to Belarus who intended to illegally cross the external borders of the Union. In autumn 2021, Cham Wings also opened two new offices in Minsk in order to be able to organise the flights between Damascus and Minsk. Cham Wings Airlines therefore contributes to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:** Website: https://chamwings.com/

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-46809  
**Name:** VIP Grub

**Address:** Büyükdere Cad., No:201, Istanbul, Turkey

**Justification:** VIP Grub is a passport and visa service based in Istanbul, Turkey, which organises trips to Belarus with the explicit intention of facilitating migration to the Union. VIP Grub actively advertises migration to the Union. VIP Grub therefore contributes to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022
SSID: 20-46814 Name: Open Joint Stock Company “Grodno Azot” Spelling variant: a) AAT “Гродна Азот” (Belarusian) b) ОАО “Гродно Азот” (Russian)
Good quality a.k.a.: “Khimvolokno Plant” JSC “Grodno Azot” (Філіял "Завод Хімволокно" ААТ "Гродна Азот", Філиал "Завод Химволокно" ОАО "Гродно Азот") Address: a) 100 Kosmonavtov Ave., Grodno (Hrodna), Belarus b) 4 Slavinskogo, St., Grodno, 230026 (Hrodna), Belarus
Justification: OJSC Grodno Azot is a large state-owned producer of nitrogen compounds, based in Grodno/Hrodna. Lukashenka described it as “a very important enterprise, a strategic one”. Grodno Azot also owns Khimvolokno Plant, which is a large manufacturer of polyamide and polyester and composite materials. Grodno Azot and its Khimvolokno Plant are a source of substantial revenue for the Lukashenka regime. Grodno Azot is therefore supporting the Lukashenka regime. Lukashenka visited the company and met with its representatives, discussing the plant’s modernisation and various forms of State support. Lukashenka also promised that a loan would be used for the construction of a new nitrogen plant in Grodno/Hrodna. Grodno Azot is therefore benefitting from the Lukashenka regime. The workers of Grodno Azot, including its employees at the Khimvolokno Plant, who participated in peaceful protests against the regime and went on strike, were dismissed, intimidated and threatened both by the Grodno Azot management and regime representatives. Grodno Azot is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society.
Other information: a) Date of registration: 1965 b) Registration number: 500036524 c) Website: https://azot.by/en/ d) A.k.a. Date of registration: 12.5.2000; Registration number: 590046884; Website: www.grodno-khim.by; E-mail address: office@grodno-khim.by; market@grodno-khim.by; ppm@grodno-khim.by; tnp@grodno-khim.by; Tel./Fax: +375 (152) 39-19-00; +375 (152) 39-19-44 Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46825 Name: State Production Association “Belorusneft” Spelling variant: a) Дзяржаўнае вытворчае аб’яднанне “Беларуснафта” (Belarusian) b) Государственное производственное объединение “Белоруснефть” (Russian)
Address: 9 Rogachevskaya St., Gomel, 246003, Belarus
Justification: Belorusneft is a state-owned company, operating in the petrochemical sector. The company’s management dismissed workers who went on strike, took part in anti-regime protests or publicly supported those protests. Belorusneft is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society. Other information: a) Date of registration: 25.2.1966 b) Registration number: 400051902 Modifications: Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46833 Name: Open Joint Stock Company “Belshina” Spelling variant: a) AAT “Белшина” (Belarusian) b) ОАО “Белшина” (Russian)
Address: 4 Minskoe Shosse St., Bobruisk, 213824, Belarus
Justification: OJSC Belshina is one of the leading state-owned companies in Belarus and a large manufacturer of vehicle tyres. As such, it is a substantial source of revenue for the Lukashenka regime. The Belarusian State is directly profiting from the earnings made by Belshina. Therefore, Belshina supports the Lukashenka regime. Employees of Belshina who protested and went on strike in the wake of the 2020 presidential elections in Belarus were dismissed. Belshina is therefore responsible for the repression of civil society. Other information: a) Date of registration: 10.1.1994 b) Registration number: 700016217 c)
**SSID:** 20-46841  **Name:** Republican subsidiary unitary enterprise “Hotel Minsk”  **Spelling variant:** a) Гатэль “Мiнск” (Belarusian)  b) Республиканское дочернее унитарное предприятие “Отель “Минск” (Russian)

**Address:** 11 Nezavisimosti Ave., Minsk, Belarus

**Justification:** Hotel Minsk is a subsidiary company of the Belarus President Property Management Directorate – a government agency that directly reports to the President. Hotel Minsk took part in the illegal border-crossing scheme carried out by Belarusian security services and Stated-owned companies. Migrants were accommodated in the hotel before being transported to the border between Belarus and Union Member States in order to illegally cross it. Iraqi migrants had listed Hotel Minsk as a temporary residence in their Belarusian visa applications, which were lodged immediately before their arrival to Belarus. Hotel Minsk is therefore contributing to activities by the Lukashenka regime that facilitate the illegal crossing of the external borders of the Union.

**Other information:**
- Date of registration: 26.12.2016/3.4.2017
- Registration number: 192750964
- Website: http://hotelminsk.by/
- E-mail address: hotelminsk@udp.gov.by; marketing@hotelminsk.by
- Tel.: +375 (17) 209-90-61
- Fax: +375 (17) 200-00-72

**Modifications:** Listed on 20 Dec 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-49903  **Name:** Dana Astra  **Spelling variant:** a) ЗТАА “Дана Астра” (Belarusian)  b) ИООО “Дана Астра” (Russian)

**Address:** Peter Mstislavets St. 9, pom. 9-13, Minsk, 220076, Belarus

**Justification:** Dana Astra, previously a subsidiary of Dana Holdings, is one of the main real estate developers and constructors in Belarus. The company received development rights for plots of land and is developing the multifunctional centre “Minsk World”, which is advertised by the company as the biggest investment of its kind in Europe. Individuals reportedly representing Dana Astra maintain close relations with President Lukashenka. Liliya Lukashenka, daughter-in-law of the President, had a high-ranking position in the company. Dana Astra is therefore benefitting from and supporting the Lukashenka regime.

**Other information:**
- Registration number: 191295361
- E-mail address: PR@bir.by
- Tel.: +375 (17) 269-32-60; +375 17 269-32-51

**Modifications:** Listed on 16 Mar 2022

**Sanctions program:** Belarus: Verordnung vom 16. März 2022 über Massnahmen gegenüber Belarus (SR 946.231.116.9), Anhang 5, 13, 14 und 15  **Origin:** EU  **Sanctions:** Art. 16 und 17 (Restriktionen auf dem Geld- und Kapitalmarkt), Anhang 14

**Sanctions program:** Bélarus: Ordonnance du 16 mars 2022 instituant des mesures à l’encontre du Bélarus (RS 946.231.116.9), annexes 5, 13, 14 et 15  **Origin:** EU  **Sanctions:** art. 16 et 17 (Restrictions sur les marchés monétaire et financier), annexe 14

**Sanctions program:** Bielorussia: Ordinanza del 16 marzo 2022 che istituisce provvedimenti nei confronti della Bielorussia (RS 946.231.116.9), allegati 5, 13, 14 et 15  **Origin:** EU  **Sanctions:** art. 16 e 17 (Restrizioni sui mercati finanziari), allegato 14

**Entities**

**SSID:** 20-46124  **Name:** Belarusbank  **Modifications:** Listed on 11 Aug 2021, amended on 20 Dec 2021
SSID: 20-46127 Name: Belinvestbank
Good quality a.k.a.: Belarusian Bank for Development and Reconstruction
Modifications: Listed on 11 Aug 2021, amended on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-46130 Name: Belagroprombank
Modifications: Listed on 11 Aug 2021

SSID: 20-51263 Name: Bank Dabrabyt
Modifications: Listed on 16 Mar 2022

SSID: 20-51267 Name: Development Bank of the Republic of Belarus
Modifications: Listed on 16 Mar 2022

Origin: EU
Sanctions: Art. 7 Abs. 3 (Endempfänger nach Art. 7 Abs.3), Anhang 5

Sanctions program: Bélarus: Ordonnance du 16 mars 2022 instituant des mesures à l’encontre du Bélarus (RS 946.231.116.9), annexes 5, 13, 14 et 15
Origin: EU
Sanctions: art. 7 al. 3 (Destinataires finales selon l’art. 7 al.3), annexe 5

Sanctions program: Bielorussia: Ordinanza del 16 marzo 2022 che istituisce provvedimenti nei confronti della Bielorussia (RS 946.231.116.9), allegati 5, 13, 14 et 15
Origin: EU
Sanctions: art. 7 cpv. 3 (Destinatari finali secondo l’art. 7 cpv. 3), allegato 5

Entities

SSID: 20-54620 Name: 140 Repair Plant JSC
SSID: 20-54623 Name: 558 Aircraft Repair Plant JSC
SSID: 20-54626 Name: 2566 Radioelectronic Armament Repair Plant JSC
SSID: 20-54629 Name: AGAT - Control Systems - Managing Company of Geoinformation Control Systems Holding, JSC
SSID: 20-54632 Name: AGAT - Electromechanical Plant OJSC
SSID: 20-54635 Name: AGAT - SYSTEM
SSID: 20-54638 Name: ATE - Engineering LLC
SSID: 20-54641 Name: BelOMO Holding
SSID: 20-54644 Name: Belspetsvneshtechnika SFTUE
SSID: 20-54647 Name: Beltechexport CJSC
SSID: 20-54650 Name: BSVT-New Technologies
SSID: 20-54653 Name: Department of Internal Affairs of the Gomel Region Executive Committee
SSID: 20-54656 Name: Internal Troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Belarus
**SSID:** 20-54659 **Name:** KGB Alpha

**SSID:** 20-54662 **Name:** Kidma Tech OJSC

**SSID:** 20-54665 **Name:** Minotor-Service

**SSID:** 20-54668 **Name:** Minsk Wheeled Tractor Plant

**SSID:** 20-54671 **Name:** Oboronnye Initiatiivy LLC

**SSID:** 20-54674 **Name:** OJS KB Radar Managing Company

**SSID:** 20-54677 **Name:** Peleng JSC

**SSID:** 20-54680 **Name:** State Authority for Military Industry of the Republic of Belarus

**SSID:** 20-54683 **Name:** State Security Committee of the Republic of Belarus

**SSID:** 20-54686 **Name:** Transaviaexport Airlines JSC

**SSID:** 20-54689 **Name:** Volatavto OJSC

**SSID:** 20-51405 **Name:** Belarus Ministry of Defence

**Modifications:** Listed on 16 Mar 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanctions program</td>
<td>Bélarus: Ordonnance du 16 mars 2022 instituant des mesures à l’encontre du Bélarus (RS 946.231.116.9), annexes 5, 13, 14 et 15</td>
<td>Origin: EU</td>
<td>Sanctions: art. 23 (Interdiction de fourniture de services spécialisés de messagerie financière), annexe 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanctions program</td>
<td>Bielorussia: Ordinanza del 16 marzo 2022 che istituisce provvedimenti nei confronti della Bielorussia (RS 946.231.116.9), allegati 5, 13, 14 et 15</td>
<td>Origin: EU</td>
<td>Sanctions: art. 23 (Divieto di fornire servizi specializzati di messaggistica finanziaria), allegato 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Entities**

**SSID:** 20-54692 **Name:** Belinvestbank (Belarusian Bank for Development and Reconstruction)

**Other information:** ENTRY INTO FORCE ON 21 JUNE 2022

**SSID:** 20-51419 **Name:** Belagroprombank

**Modifications:** Listed on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-51422 **Name:** Bank Dabrabyt

**Modifications:** Listed on 16 Mar 2022

**SSID:** 20-51425 **Name:** Development Bank of the Republic of Belarus

**Modifications:** Listed on 16 Mar 2022